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6.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

This Chapter of the report presents the findings of the assessment of the environmental
impacts that could arise as a result of the proposed Qatalum Project. As part of the EIA
process, a social impact assessment (SIA) has been undertaken to review the social and
economic impacts of the Qatalum Project. The findings of the SIA are discussed in
Chapter 7.

6.1.2

The environmental assessment covers all stages of the Project (construction,
commissioning, operational and decommissioning), but concentrates on atmospheric
emissions and the marine discharges arising from the operational phase and
dredging/reclamation activities during construction, as it is these elements of the Project
for which any long-term environmental effects are most likely to be significant. The
identification of potential impacts for the Project has been presented and summarised in
Chapter 4 and summarised in Table 4.1.

6.1.3

The focus of this assessment has been Phase 1 of the Qatalum Project, as further EIAs
will be undertaken for any subsequent development Phases. Potential cumulative impacts
arising as a result of the Qatalum Project and other planned developments at the MIC
Industrial Area have been considered where sufficient data are available to facilitate this.

6.1.4

The following Section sets out the general assessment methodology; the remainder of this
Chapter presents the findings of the assessment under the following key sub-headings:
•

air quality;

•

soil and groundwater;

•

marine environment and ecology;

•

terrestrial ecology;

•

noise;

•

waste management;

•

shipping and transport;

•

environmental risk assessment;

•

occupational health and safety; and

•

other impacts.
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6.2

GENERAL METHODOLOGY
Introduction

6.2.1

Potential emissions and impacts were identified in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively and have
been assessed with particular reference to the baseline data of the key environmental
components identified in the baseline description (Chapter 5). Assessment techniques
have used internationally accepted methodologies and, for emission sources, have been
based on the source-pathway-receptor model.
Overview of Source-Pathway-Receptor Model
Sources

6.2.2

For the Qatalum Project, the activities that could result in sources (or aspects) with the
potential to impact on the environment are described in Table 4.1. The main sources are
emissions to air, cooling water discharge, aqueous process effluent, waste generation and
the presence of the facilities themselves.
Pathways

6.2.3

The main generic potential pathways by which emission sources may reach receptors are
summarised below:
•

atmospheric dispersion and subsequent deposition of airborne gases and dusts;

•

discharge of liquids into the sea, through the discharge channel;

•

direct entry of materials into the sea (e.g. through accidental spillage);

•

transport of liquids through the site drainage system;

•

passage of liquids (e.g. through accidental spillage) over the ground surface; and

•

percolation of liquids through soil and groundwater.

Receptors
6.2.4

The environment around the site is described in Chapter 5. The list below provides an
overview of the main receptors that could be affected by the Project and that have been
considered in the impact assessment:
•

human receptors (for example, road users, residential areas, industrial premises);

•

ecological receptors (for example, habitats and species)

•

marine waters;

•

groundwater; and

•

soil and sediment.
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Assessment Methodology
6.2.5

Where it has been possible, quantitative impact assessment has been carried out. Where
a quantified assessment was not possible, impacts have been assessed qualitatively, on
the basis of professional judgement and/or by bench marking against similar projects. In
general, impacts have been assessed on a conservative ‘worst-case’ basis. Where
appropriate/feasible, the significance of potential impacts has been considered; taking into
account Qatari and international standards/guidelines.

6.2.6

Environmental control measures that form an integral part of the design (e.g. gas
treatment technologies) are discussed and considered in the impact assessment. Postdesign mitigation and control techniques; that will be applied to further eliminate, minimise
or reduce any unacceptable impacts; are also presented, along with the resultant residual
impact. Methods for minimising or preventing impacts through management and
monitoring techniques are presented in Chapter 8. A summary of aspects and residual
impacts is presented in Chapter 9.

6.2.7

The assessment has ranked impacts in terms of their potential significance (e.g. “major,
moderate, minor and negligible”, these being broadly comparable with the hazard
identification (HAZID) categories “intolerable, undesirable, tolerable and negligible”), and
classified as follows:

6.2.8

•

Major: substantial adverse changes in an ecosystemxii, society, or economy.
Changes are well outside the range of natural variation and unassisted recovery
could be protracted.

•

Moderate: moderate adverse changes in an ecosystem, society, or economy.
Changes may exceed the range of natural variation. Potential for recovery within
several years without intervention is good; however, it is recognised that a low
level of impact may remain.

•

Minor: minor adverse changes in an ecosystem, society or economy. Changes
might be noticeable, but fall within the range of normal variation. Effects are shortlived, with unassisted recovery occurring in the near term; however, it is
recognised that a low level of impact may remain.

•

Negligible: changes in an ecosystem, society, or economy that are unlikely to be
noticeable (i.e., well within the scope of natural variation).

•

Beneficial: changes resulting in positive, desirable, or beneficial effects on an
ecosystem, society, or economy.

Significance ranking has taken into account the following, where relevant:

xii

The term ‘ecosystem’ can be taken to mean the physical environment and the biological communities that live
within that environment. Typically impacts to populations and communities are considered rather than impacts
to individuals.
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•

magnitude/severity of the impact;

•

impact duration ;

•

impact frequency;

•

likelihood of events; and

•

the extent of the impact (local, regional, national, international).

6.2.9

Where relevant, and feasible, any seasonal/temporal variations and the sensitivities of
pathways and the receiving environment have also been considered.

6.2.10

It should be noted that comprehensive quantitative assessment of all construction /
commissioning phase environmental impacts for a project is not usually possible, or
appropriate, especially where detailed plant inventories and construction schedules have
yet to be developed. However, a general qualitative assessment of the types of impacts
that will occur and recommendations for appropriate environmental mitigation and site
management is possible for certain aspects, based on knowledge of the construction site
and surrounding environs and based on previous experience.

6.2.11

The scope and methodology for the key assessment techniques (e.g. air quality modelling)
are discussed in the relevant Sections below.

6.3

AIR QUALITY
Introduction

6.3.1

An air quality assessment has been carried out to determine the air quality impacts of the
Project and define appropriate mitigation, management and control measures to eliminate,
or minimise, potential/residual impacts to an acceptable level.

6.3.2

The scope of the air quality assessment included:
•

stack height studies;

•

preliminary dispersion modelling to determine potential impacts to human health
for a number of design options

•

detailed atmospheric dispersion modelling for the key typical operational
emissions sources for the Qatalum Phase 1 development (SO2, NOx (as NO2),
PM10, PAH and HF);

•

interpretation of the modelling results; including consideration of background air
quality and comparison to Qatari/international Standards;

•

assessment of operational air quality impacts on sensitive receptors;

•

consideration of the cumulative impacts of the Project in conjunction with other
planned developments at the MIC Industrial Area;

•

an assessment of the corrosion potential of salt emissions from the cooling
towers;

•

consideration of greenhouse gases and ozone; and

•

qualitative assessment of construction activities.
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6.3.3

Dispersion modelling has been carried out using US EPA AERMOD Prime along with the
AERMET meteorological data pre-processor and the building parameter input programme
(BPIP) (to account for building downwash). Three years of hourly sequential
meteorological data from Doha Airport were used in the modelling. A full description of the
modelling exercise, including input data and assumptions, is presented in Appendix H. The
results of the modelling are summarised below.

6.3.4

Potential impacts on terrestrial ecology as a result atmospheric emissions are addressed
in Section 6.6 of this Chapter. Impacts relating to occupational exposure are presented in
Section 6.11.
Operational Impacts – Local Air Quality

6.3.5

Table 6.1 shows the pollutantsxiii and the sources that have been input into the model. The
locations of the emission sources, by reference number, are presented in Figure 8.1. As
discussed in paragraph 3.15.5 onwards, there will be some minor fixed sources of
atmospheric emissions; however, these, and vehicle traffic associated with operation of
the Project, have not been included in the modelling as they are considered to result in
insignificant emissions relative to the main sources in Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.1 – Phase 1 Pollutant Emission Rates, g/s
Ref. No.

Hydrogen
fluoride

Sulphur
dioxide

Oxides of
nitrogen

Particulate
matter

PAHa

Potroom 1 roof vent

1

1.39

2.78

-

2.49

0.0003

Potroom 2 roof vent

2

1.39

2.78

-

2.49

0.0003

FTP 1

3

0.035

12.6

-

0.48

0.0005

FTP 2

4

0.035

12.6

-

0.48

0.0005

FTP 3

5

0.035

12.6

-

0.48

0.0005

FTP 4

6

0.054

14.9

-

0.44

0.0005

Paste Plant Stack

7

-

-

-

0.47

0.0292

Anode Bake Stack

8

0.028

53.1

5.2

0.19

0.0556

Casthouse 1a

9

-

-

-

0.33

-

Casthouse 1b

10

-

-

-

0.18

-

Casthouse 1c

11

-

-

-

0.25

-

Casthouse 1d

12

-

-

-

0.25

-

Casthouse 1e

13

-

-

-

0.25

-

Power Plant GT1

14

-

-

20

-

-

Description

xiii

Emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) have not been modelled; the reason for this is that the air quality
standards for CO are very much higher than SO2 or NOx. In the context of the Qatalum Project emissions, if
modelled SO2 and NOx concentrations are within the SCENR criteria then CO concentrations will be well
below the applicable criterion.
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Ref. No.

Hydrogen
fluoride

Sulphur
dioxide

Oxides of
nitrogen

Particulate
matter

PAHa

Power Plant GT2

15

-

-

20

-

-

Power Plant GT3

16

-

-

20

-

-

Power Plant GT4

17

-

-

20

-

-

Description

Notes:
a

6.3.6

PAH emission rates are based on the Norwegian definition of PAH, which includes 16 compounds –
see Appendix H, Annex A for a full definition and a comparison to other international conventions for
defining PAH.

Each pollutant has been modelled for the following averaging periods, in accordance with
the SCENR ambient air quality standards and the draft MIC Guideline criteria:
•

SO2 – 1 hour, 3 hour, 24 hour and annual average;

•

NOx – 1 hour, 24 hour and annual average;

•

PM10 – 24 hour and annual average; and

•

HF – monthly average.

6.3.7

In addition HF has also been modelled as an annual average to allow comparison with
international guidelines.xiv There is not a SCENR ambient air quality standard for PAH,
however these have been modelled as an annual average.

6.3.8

A description of the impacts these substances can have on the environment and human
health has been provided in Appendix D, Annex B.

6.3.9

The results of the modelling are presented in Table 6.2 for the approximated maximum
ground level concentrations at the nearest residential area. Contour plots for all pollutants
and averaging periods, indicating the maximum ground level concentrations within the
model grid (typically on the site boundary), are presented in Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.12. An
approximation of the location of the nearest residential receptor is indicated on Figure 6.1.

6.3.10

The results indicate that for the Qatalum Project, none of the pollutants would exceed, or
even approach, any of standards in Table 6.2 at residential areas. The same is true, with
the exception of PM10 (see below), when background concentrations are added on to the
modelled increments from the Qatalum Plant.

xiv

Qatalum will submit a more comprehensive study on applicable international ambient HF criteria as a standalone document.
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6.3.11

With one exception, modelled ground level concentrations of NOx, HF and PAH are also
shown to be within the relevant criteria, even when background concentrations are
considered, at the point where the maximum ground level concentrations are experienced
(typically on the site boundary, adjacent to the potlines). The exception is the maximum
monthly average for HF, when compared to the proposed MIC Guideline. This criteria is
not a statutory requirement and is still draft; in addition, this criteria is generally applied to
12
vegetation, rather than human health. This is supported by a WHO’s publication ; which
states that, with regard to human health, “no adverse effects have been found at levels up
to 16 µg/m3 gaseous fluoride” and is further supported by the chronic Reference Exposure
3
Level (REL) of 14 µg/m (for HF), adopted by the State of California.

6.3.12

These process emissions will be continuous and certain to occur; however, any
degradation to air quality would be fully reversible on cessation of the project. On the basis
of this, and, more importantly, the dispersion modelling results, the impacts on air quality,
and subsequently to human health from HF, NO2 and PAH emissions are considered to be
of negligible significance.
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Table 6.2 – Phase 1 Dispersion Modelling Results Summary

Pollutant

Approximate Qatalum
Max Modelled Increment
at Closest Residential
Receptor

Approximate
Background
Concentrationa

Approximate Max
Modelled Increment
Plus Background at
Closest Residential
Receptor

SCENR

Draft MIC
Guideline

World
Bank

WHO

USEPA

EU14

µg/m3

% of
SCENR
standard

µg/m3

µg/m3

% of
SCENR
standard

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

0.5

-

<0.2

<0.7

-

-

1

-

16b

-

-

Hydrogen Fluoride
Month

0.2

-

<0.1

<0.3

-

-

-

-

-

14c

Annual
1-hour

125

-

62

187

-

-

1300

-

-

-

350

3-hour

40

-

62

102

-

-

800

-

-

-

-

24-hour

10

3%

62

72

20%

365c

365

125

125

365

125

Annual

1

1%

31

32

40%

80

80

50

50

80

-

1-hour

15

4%

56

71

18%

400

660

-

200

-

200

24-hour

3

2%

56

59

39%

150

400

150

-

-

-

Annual

Negligible
(0.4)

Negligible

28

29

29%

100

100

100

40

100

40

24-hour

5

3%

348

d

d

150

250

70

-

150

50

Annual

0.5

1%

174

d

d

50

100

50

-

50

40

Sulphur Dioxide

Nitrogen Oxides, as
NO2

Particulate Matter
(PM10)
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Pollutant

Approximate Qatalum
Max Modelled Increment
at Closest Residential
Receptor

Approximate
Background
Concentrationa

Approximate Max
Modelled Increment
Plus Background at
Closest Residential
Receptor

SCENR

Draft MIC
Guideline

World
Bank

WHO

USEPA

EU14

µg/m3

% of
SCENR
standard

µg/m3

µg/m3

% of
SCENR
standard

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

µg/m3

Annual (total PAH)

1 ng/m3

-

<100 ng/m3f

<101 ng/m3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Annual (Benzo-apyrene)

0.01 ng/m3

-

<1 ng/m3f

<1 ng/m3

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 ng/m3e

PAHe

Notes:
See the footnotes to Table 2.1 for details of how the various standards / guidelines apply (i.e. in terms of number of allowed exceedences etc.).
a

The derivation of annual average background concentrations has been presented in Section 5.6 and Table 5.6. For shorter term averaging periods, background has been assumed to
be twice the annual average. This approach is based on an approximate empirical procedure, used in the UK by Local Authorities responsible for the review and assessment of local
air quality, which allows an indication of the cumulative ground level concentrations to be estimated for new developments, taking into account existing sources.

b

WHO do not actually recommend a limit for HF for the protection of human health, however, the WHO’s publication, Air Quality Criteria for Europe, states that: “no adverse effects have
been found at levels up to 16 µg/m3 gaseous fluoride”.

c

HF is not on the USEPA list of criteria pollutants; however, the State of California has adopted a chronic Reference Exposure Level (REL) of 14 µg/m3 for HF56, or 13 µg/m3 for
fluorides. Chronic RELs are defined as levels that would pose no significant health risk to individuals indefinitely exposed to such levels, thus RELs can be considered in the same
context as an annual average.

d

Since background concentrations of PM10 already exceed the SCENR standards, and given that the process contribution of PM10 from the Qatalum Project is so small compared to
both background levels and the SCENR standards, the combination of background and process contributions have not been presented here as it is considered that this would be
misleading. This is discussed further in Sections 6.3.15 to 6.3.17 below.

e

Total PAH concentrations are based on the Norwegian definition of PAH, which includes 16 compounds – see Appendix H, Annex A for a full definition and a comparison to other
international conventions for defining PAH. Benzo-a-pyrene is assumed to be 1% of total PAH. The EU recommends an ambient air standard of 1 ng/m3 for this compound14.

f

All samples in the Qatalum air quality survey were not found to contain any PAH above the limit of detection, thus the values presented here are estimated maximum background
concentrations derived from the value for the limit of detection.
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Figure 6.1 - Maximum Annual Hydrogen Fluoride Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.2 - Maximum Monthly Hydrogen Fluoride Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.3 - Maximum Annual Oxides of Nitrogen Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.4 - Maximum Daily Oxides of Nitrogen Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.5 - Maximum Hourly Oxides of Nitrogen Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.6 – Maximum Annual Total PAH Concentrations, ng/m , Phase 1
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6.3.13

The absolute highest modelled annual PM10 concentration of 13.4 µg/m is located on the
south west boundary adjacent to the potrooms. It is evident from the figure that only a
3
small uninhabited area on the southwest boundary of the site is enclosed by the 4 µg/m
contour. It is also clear that the modelled increments in the majority of the surrounding
3
area are low in comparison with the SCE and World Bank criterion of 50 µg/m . Annual
average concentrations in the residential area to the north west of the site are less than
3
0.5 µg/m or 1% of this criterion.

6.3.14

The maximum daily particulate concentrations are shown in Figure 6.8. The absolute
3
highest concentration of 51.1 µg/m is located on the north west boundary adjacent to the
pot rooms. This maximum plant contribution is approximately one third of the SCE criterion
3
of 150 µg/m . The figure shows that much of the area around the plant does not exceed
3
15 µg/m ; this contour only encloses a very limited part of the adjoining industrial area. In
fact, the majority of the surrounding area is exposed to concentrations of less than
3
10 µg/m (a tenth of the SCE criterion, or a 14% of the World Bank guideline). The
3
maximum daily concentration modelled in the residential area is approximately 5 µg/m ,
equivalent to 3% of the SCE criterion or 7% of the World Bank guideline.

6.3.15

However, the baseline air quality survey and other data sources (see Section 5.6 and
Appendix D) indicate that the ambient 24-hourly mean and annual concentrations of PM10
already exceed the SCENR criterion The high concentrations of particulate fractions are
not atypical of an arid environment, such as MIC and the Qatar peninsula in general.
Although no particle morphology has been determined, it is likely that the majority of
particulates are of non-anthropogenic (mineral) origin. The SCENR criteria make no
derogation for particulates of mineral origin; however, for areas with this type of climate,
there are few, if any, practicable measures for controlling non-anthropogenic dust sources.

6.3.16

Thus, although the process contribution of PM10 to areas where humans could be exposed
for 24 hours or 1 year (i.e. residential areas) is extremely low compared to the SCENR
emission criteria (3% and 1% respectively), and low compared to existing background
combinations, the combination of the process contribution and the background is high.
PM10 emissions have been minimised as far as possible and are in accordance with the
principles of BAT (as indicated by the modelling results), even if the Qatalum Project did
not emit any PM10 there is every indication that PM10 criterion would still be exceeded.

6.3.17

Given all the of above, the process contribution of PM10 alone is considered to be of
negligible significance to human health; however, when existing PM10 levels are taken
into account, the impact significance increases to moderate. Since this rating has not
been assigned as a result of the Project itself, and since PM10 emissions have been
minimised as much as possible no further mitigation can be recommended.
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Figure 6.7 - Maximum Annual Particulate (PM10) Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.8 – Maximum Daily Particulate (PM10) Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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6.3.18

For SO2 emissions, the absolute highest annual average concentration of 18.9 µg/m is
located on the site boundary near the centre of Potroom 1 (see Figure 6.9). It is evident
from the figure that only a small uninhabited area near the southwest site boundary is
3
subject to annual average concentrations above 10 µg/m . The sulphur dioxide
concentrations at the site boundary approach a quarter of the SCE annual average
3
criterion of 80 µg/m ; the maximum increments to annual average concentrations at the
nearest residential properties, where annual exposure is more relevant, are less than 1.0
3
µg/m (~1% of the criterion).

6.3.19

The maximum daily average sulphur dioxide ground level concentration is 72.4 µg/m ;
located in line with the FTPs just to the north of the highway near the south corner of the
site (see Figure 6.10). This concentration approaches a fifth of the SCE criterion of
3
365 µg/m . The figure shows that at the residential area, where a daily criterion is more
3
applicable, the maximum daily increment is less than 10 µg/m , less than a 3% of the
criterion.

6.3.20

The maximum modelled three hourly average sulphur dioxide concentrations are shown in
3
Figure 6.11. The absolute maximum result of 187 µg/m occurs on the site boundary north
of the potrooms. This concentration approaches a quarter of the MIC criterion of
3
3
800 µg/m . At the housing district, the maximum increment of approximately 40 µg/m is
equivalent to 5% of this criterion.

6.3.21

The maximum hourly average sulphur dioxide concentrations are shown in Figure 6.12.
3
The highest maximum hourly concentration of 243 µg/m is found on the site boundary,
3
just to the north of Potroom 2. This result is less than a fifth of the 1300 µg/m criterion. At
the housing district, the maximum increment is less than a tenth of the MIC criterion.

6.3.22

The localised higher concentrations modelled for the shorter-term averaging periods are
likely to be due to the potroom vent discharges during meteorological conditions where the
wind direction is in alignment with the length of the potroom buildings.

6.3.23

The absolute modelled maxium ground level SO2 concentrations from the Qatalum, for all
averaging periods do not exceed any of the Qatari or internation criteria presented in
Table 6.2. Taking the background concentrations given in Table 6.2 into account, the
3
World Bank and WHO 24-hour criteria of 125 µg/m could be exceeded in a small,
localised area on the south east boundary at the most southerly corner of the site. This
criteria is not a statuatory requirement in Qatar and is not strictly relevant outside of
residential areas, particularly in industrial areas, as individuals are unlikely to be exposed
continually for 24 hours. In addition, the estimated SO2 background concentrations in
Table 6.2 were selected to ensure that a conservative approach, with the highest of the
Qatalum and QP monitoring data being used to represent background concentrations (see
Appendix D). The Qatalum monitoring station, which was situated in the vicinity of the
location of the modelled maximum daily ground level concentrations, recorded a maxium
3
daily background concentration of 39 µg/m . This is lower than the value in Table 6.2,
which was derived from the QP monitoring station data, and should be more
representative of background SO2 in this area. Taking this into account, the 24-hour World
3
Bank and WHO 24-hour criteria of 125 µg/m would be approached (the combined maxium
3 ,
background and maximum process contribution gives 111 µg/m ) but not exceeded.

3
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6.3.24

Overall, Project emissions of SO2 have been reduced by over 80% (a reduction of nearly
15,000 tonnes per year) through the installation of a seawater scrubber system. The
design meets the SO2 emission reduction criteria defined as BAT. It is not feasible to
reduce SO2 emissions further without using more seawater; however, there are constraints
on the volume of effluent that can be discharged, which means that this is not feasible.

6.3.25

Given all of the above, the process contribution of SO2 is considered to be of negligible
significance to human health in the residential area. At and close to the site boundary, the
impact significance would increase to minor for short-term averaging periods; however,
there are no sensitive receptors in these locations, or even receptors that are likely to be
continually exposed long periods. Nonetheless, on a conservative basis, the overall
significance of the impact of SO2 emission is considered to be minor. SO2 emissions have
been minimised as much as possible within the existing Project constraints and no further
mitigation is recommended.
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3

Figure 6.9 – Maximum Annual Sulphur Dioxide Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.10 – Maximum Daily Sulphur Dioxide Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.11 – Maximum 3-Hourly Sulphur Dioxide Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Figure 6.12 – Maximum Hourly Sulphur Dioxide Concentrations, µg/m , Phase 1
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Non-Routine Operational Impacts
6.3.26

Non-routine operation includes start-up, shutdown and process upset conditions. The only
area of the Aluminium Plant with potentially environmentally significant atmospheric
emissions from planned non-routine operations is the initial start-up of the reduction cells.
During start-up the pot enters an “anode effect” mode, which lasts 45 minutes and results
in increased emissions generation. Also, during the first two days of cell start up, the
emissions to the potroom itself increase due to the many interventions that require
opening of the hoods.

6.3.27

During start-up of a new reduction cell, the cathode is first preheated with reduced
electrical current for 46 hours. During this period the carbon ramming paste is hardened
and the cathode is heated up to 850 ºC. The pot is hooded during the preheating and the
suction system is connected to prevent the off-gases, which contain PAH, from entering
the potroom building

6.3.28

When the potline is started for the first time, two pots will be started in each potline every
day. This means that four pots will be started each day and eight pots will be in preheating
mode every day until all pots have been started. In addition, pots that have come into
regular production mode will be used to produce excess molten electrolyte to feed to the
cells that are in start-up mode. This will also generate higher than normal emissions per
tonne of aluminium produced. However, since the potlines will not have reached full
production, the total emission levels will still be lower than those during normal full
production for the majority of the start-up period. Towards the end of the start-up period,
and during the following “fine tuning” period, emissions may be somewhat higher than
those estimated for normal production.

6.3.29

The additional emissions, from such a relatively small number of pots in start up mode at
any one time, are unlikely to be discernable above those from typical operation. Thus it is
not considered likely that cell start-up will result in any impacts that are of a significantly
greater magnitude than those experienced during typical plant operation and the impact on
air quality is considered to be of minor significance.

6.3.30

During start-up and shut-down of Power Plant turbines, the systems have to be purged in
order to avoid explosive mixtures. The purge gases, mainly natural gas, which is mainly a
GHG, will be vented atmosphere. Given the small quantities of gas that will be vented, and
the infrequent and short duration of start-up events, the emissions from the venting are
considered insignificant in comparison to those assessed above for typical operation, thus
the impact, in terms of global warming potential, is rated as negligible.

6.3.31

The use of the emergency and black-start generators will generate combustion gases;
however the quantity of these gases will be very small in comparison to those emitted
during typical operation of the Aluminium and Power Plants. The use of the generators is
anticipated to be infrequent and to occur over periods of limited duration. On the basis of
the above, the impact on air quality is considered to be of negligible significance.

6.3.32

Impacts arising as a result of emergency events (e.g. gas treatment failure, fires etc.) have
been addressed in the environmental risk assessment Section of this Chapter (Section
6.10).
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Operation – Cumulative Impacts
6.3.33

The cumulative impacts of the Qatalum Project and existing sources can be accounted for
by considering the modelling results in conjunction with current ambient air quality data;
however, this does not allow other planned developments to be taken into account. In
order to address this, SCENR has supplied data for planned, approved EIAs and Atkins
incorporated the relevant sources into the model for the Qatalum Plantxv. The full details of
the cumulative modelling exercise and its results can be found in Appendix H; a summary
of the results follows.

6.3.34

The magnitude of the cumulative modelled maximum ground level concentrations are the
same for all averaging periods and pollutants, with the exception of the annual NOx
concentration. Inclusion of the non-Qatalum sources results in a geographical shift and an
3
3
increase in the maximum annual NOx concentration from 2.8 µg/m to 5.4 µg/m . The
location of the cumulative maximum is a small area over the sea, compared to the
“Qatalum only” maximum which is located over land closer to the Power Plant boundary.
The cumulative modelling result at the location of the previous “Qatalum only” maximum
3
3
shows an increase in NOx from 2.8 µg/m to 3.4 µg/m . The main sources of NOx
emissions from the non-Qatalum sources are the proposed QASCO Steel Melt Shop
electric arc furnace (EAF) and the direct reduced iron (DRI) ejector stack.

6.3.35

The maximum cumulative annual average modelled NOx concentration is less than 5.5%
of the Qatari and World Bank annual NOx criteria, thus cumulative impacts of the Qatalum
Project and the planned, approved future developments at the MIC Industrial Area are
considered to result in an impact of negligible significance.

6.3.36

The parallel development of the Independent Power Plant (Mesaieed A) to be built
adjacent to the Qatalum Power Plant has also been given consideration in terms of NOx
emissions, since the plumes from the two plants could overlap. The EIA for this project has
not yet been submitted and Mesaieed A Project specific emissions data and stack gas
characteristics are not available at this point. However, assumptions have been made to
enable the Phase 1 Mesaieed A plant to be incorporated into the dispersion model along
with the Qatalum Phase 1 Power Plant. The detailed results of this study are not
presented in this EIA, as there is a concern relating to providing data for another
Company’s project that has been based on assumptions. However, the results indicate
that even with both Power Plants operating for Phase 1, and at their future planned
capacities, the Qatari, WHO and WB NOx criteria would not be breached.

xv

The cumulative study was undertaken for an earlier design of the Qatalum Plant. For this earlier design, the
modelled SO2 emissions from the Qatalum plant were considerably higher than those reported in Table 6.2 of
this report; PM10 emissions were also slightly higher for the earlier design; NOx emission remain largely
unchanged. Thus, the maximum ground level concentrations reported in Chapter 4 of Appendix H for SO2 and
PM10 should be ignored. The results reported for the cumulative study have been retained Appendix H as they
are still considered relevant in that they demonstrate the level of interaction / overlap between the Qatalum
sources and the QASCO sources and thus the potential for cumulative impacts.
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Construction Impacts
6.3.37

The main sources of atmospheric emission during construction are vehicle/plant exhaust
gases and wind blown dust. Construction is short term relative to operation, with the worst
incidents occurring infrequently and for a limited duration. Vehicle exhaust gases and dust
are largely unavoidable but can be minimised and controlled. The Contractor(s) will be
required to produce an environmental management plan, demonstrating what measures
and controls will be in place to keep construction emissions to a minimum.

6.3.38

Construction vehicle combustion gas emissions are considered to be trivial in relation to
existing combustion gas emission sources and to those that will be generated during
operation of the Plant. Construction plant / vehicles will release combustion gases close to
ground level but in open areas where rapid dispersion and dilution will occur. Based on
experience, effects on air quality are likely to be very small.

6.3.39

Nevertheless, in order to minimise combustion gas releases from construction machinery
and vehicles, all plant / vehicles should be of recent design and well maintained. All
internal combustion engines should be fitted with a catalytic converter, where available, to
minimise emissions of smoke and particulate matter, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and
oxides of nitrogen.

6.3.40

The dust raised during construction/site clearance is likely to settle in close proximity to
where the activity is being carried out. The dust will primarily represent a nuisance to
construction personnel. Good practice can be implemented to minimise the raising of dust
during construction, such as damping down stock-piles of dusty materials, covering stack
piles or, where relevant, controlling vehicle speeds.

6.3.41

Activities related to commissioning have not been specifically addressed but are not
considered likely to result in any impacts that are of a significantly greater magnitude than
those experienced during construction or typical plant operation. In addition,
commissioning is a temporary event of limited duration.

6.3.42

On the basis of the above, construction and commissioning air quality impacts
experienced within the Mesaieed area are anticipated to be of negligible to minor
significance.
Operational Impacts – Salt Emissions, Corrosion Potential

6.3.43

The potential for corrosion impacts on neighbouring sites due to salt emissions from the
Phase 1 Qatalum cooling towers has been predicted, by Atkins, and is described in full in
Appendix I. The Atkins study further developed the earlier analysis that was undertaken for
57
the Qatalum Project by the Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU) in March 2005 .

6.3.44

The recent analysis estimated the deposition of water droplets / mist from three scenarios
for two different cooling tower designs:
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•

Aluminium plant cooling towerxvi – cell design;

•

Power plant cooling tower – cell design; and

•

Power plant cooling tower – circular design.

6.3.45

Meteorological data were used to determine a range of likely ambient temperature,
humidity, wind and atmospheric stability conditions and to assign frequencies to each. The
HGSYSTEM Aeroplume model was then used to calculate the trajectories of the cooling
tower plumes for the different ambient conditions. An initial droplet distribution was
chosen, and it was assumed that the droplets did not change significantly in size.
Calculations were made of locations at which the droplets would rain out of the cloud, and
therefore where they would land. This allowed a calculation to be made of the average
deposition rate, and an assessment to be made of the significance of this deposition to
corrosion of the surrounding plant.

6.3.46

The main findings from the study were that:

6.3.47

•

the peak salt (NaCl) deposition rate is predicted to be 33 grams per square metre
per year for the Power Plant cell type induced-draft design, and this will occur in
the range 200 to 300 m from the cooling towers (see Figure 6.13). A similar
deposition rate is expected from the circular forced draft design;

•

the Aluminium Plant cooling tower (cell type) is predicted to result in deposition
rates that are a factor of 4.5 lower, due to the lower number of cells, with a similar
deposition distance distribution pattern;

•

an extremely simple calculation of the resultant corrosion rate found that these
deposition rates are expected to lead to negligible amounts of corrosion to metal
equipment in the plant, even on the basis of highly conservative assumptions (a
maximum rate of 0.044 mm per year / 1 mm of metal loss over a 25 year period
within 200-300 m of the Power Plant cooling towers);

•

the salt deposition rates, and consequently corrosion potential, fall by 50% within
100 m either side of the peak and negligible deposition is expected inside 100 m
or beyond 1.5 km;

•

values of 0 to 38 µg/m³ of airborne ambient salt concentrations were calculated
within 1.5 km of the plant, which are thought to be similar to background levels for
a coastal location.

This concurs with the conclusion of the NILU study, which determined that the impact of
increased corrosion in the Mesaieed area would be very small relative to that experienced
as a result of ambient salt concentrations.

xvi

This study was carried out earlier in the design phase, when a cooling tower system was still under
consideration for the Aluminium Plant. For the current design case the Aluminium Plant cooling requirements will
be met by a once-through system and reference to the Aluminium Plant cooling towers is no longer relevant.
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Figure 6.13 – Predicted Rate of Metal Loss on Unprotected Steel
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6.3.48

In conclusion, the extent of any corrosion impacts would be localised within 1.5 km of the
cooling towers. Salt emissions from the cooling towers will occur continuously throughout
the life span of the Project; however the magnitude of the emissions and their potential to
result in corrosion impacts is predicted to be small and is unlikely to be detectable above
that expected in a coastal location. In addition, due the naturally corrosive environment in
Qatar, existing industries use “Class 5” coatings to protect steel work. On the basis of the
above, the potential impact associated with salt emissions from the cooling towers is
predicted to be of negligible significance.
Greenhouse Gases
Global Warming Potential

6.3.49

The release of certain gases may lead to global warming with resultant climatic impacts;
these gases are referred to as Greenhouse Gases (GHGs). The main GHGs to be emitted
as a result of the Qatalum Project with GWP are carbon dioxide (CO2) and
polyfluorocarbons (PFCs) during operation of the plant.

6.3.50

During construction , the main aspects that could potentially impact on climate are carbon
dioxide and methane emissions from the exhausts of vehicles and equipment. During
operation, there will also be emissions from vehicles, albeit in much smaller quantities than
those arising during construction. In addition, emissions of methane from putrescible
waste (i.e. domestic wastes / sewage etc.) can be generated. There will also be some
venting of natural gas during testing and commissioning. These minor sources are
anticipated to result in negligible impacts and have not been considered further in the
assessment of GHGs as they are anticipated to be trivial, relative to the contribution from
operational combustion and process emissions.
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6.3.51

Global Warming Potential (GWP) provides a means of quantifying the potential
contribution to global warming arising from the different process units / activities. GWP is
measured in terms of equivalent emissions of CO2; hence the GWP factor of CO2 is 1.
PFCs will consist mostly of perfluoromethane (CF4, ~88%) and perfluoroethane (C2F6,
~12%). CF4 has a GWP factor of 6,500 - i.e. an emission of 1 kg of CF4 is defined as
having 6,500 times the GWP of an emission of 1 kg of CO2; the GWP factor for C2F6 is
9,200. GHG emissions and the resultant GWP area summarised in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 – Global Warming Potential of Qatalum Emissions
Emission tonnes/year

Tonnes CO2
equivalent/year

CO2

PFC (as CO2
equivalent)

GWP

Reduction Plant

880,000

175,000

1,055,000

Carbon Plant

140,000

-

140,000

Casthouse

40,000

-

40,000

Power Plant

3,500,000

-

3,500,000

Total

4,560,000

175,000

4,735,000

6.3.52

It is not possible to quantifiably relate emissions of greenhouse gases directly to climatic
changes or the area(s) where such an impact would be experienced. To reduce the threat
of global warming becoming an environmental problem, emissions of greenhouse gases
need to be reduced on a global scale. However, individual projects can limit the potential
impacts through minimising emissions of GHG through good design and operational
practices and individual countries can monitor and control GHGs from existing and
planned developments.

6.3.53

Both the Aluminium Plant and Power Plant have been designed in accordance with the
principles of BAT (see Section 3.12) and with the aim of minimising all emissions so far as
this is feasible. Furthermore, Hydro’s metal plants in Norway have reduced their GHG
emissions by over 50% since 1990. Hydro’s current technology and operational practices
are at the forefront of minimising GHG emissions and the Qatalum Project will incorporate
the latest technology and operational practices to ensure that GHGs are as low as
possible.

6.3.54

In addition, the use of aluminium over other materials provides downstream energy saving
opportunities as a result of the physical properties of aluminium and its recycling potential.
As aluminium is strong and light it has many potential uses; for example, in the transport
sector the reduced weight can result in improved fuel efficiency and thus reduced
emissions. For an average family car, each 100 kg vehicle weight saving from the use of
aluminium equates to a fuel saving in the range of 0.4-0.6 litres per 100 km. Moreover,
aluminium increases payloads within maximum truck weights and reduces the number of
trips necessary. Aluminium products can be readily reconverted to liquid aluminium by
processes that save up to 95% of the energy used during primary production. This cycle is
self-supporting and aluminium recycling rates are outstanding.
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6.3.55

As noted in Section 2.7, Qatar is a signatory to the Kyoto Agreement; however, as a “nonAnnex I” country no national GHG emission reduction target has been set. It is understood
that SCENR are in the process of collating national CO2 emissions data; however, these
are not available at present and so it is not possible to compare the predicted Qatalum
GWP with national levels to gain an indication of their significance at a national level.
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

6.3.56

As a signatory to the Kyoto Agreement, Qatar could utilise the “Clean Development
Mechanism” (CDM), developed under the Kyoto Protocol. CDM applies to projects in nonAnnex I countries, such as Qatar (i.e. counties without specific greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction targets). The emission reduction generated by a CDM project can be claimed
and later used by the project proponents. Projects participants that are willing to validate /
register a CDM activity are required to:
•

use a methodology previously approved by the Executive Board; or

•

propose a new methodology to the Executive Board for consideration and
approval.

6.3.57

As noted above, the Aluminium Plant will utilise technologies and operational practices
that are at the forefront of minimising GHG emissions. At present, there are no Executive
Board approved methodologies for greenfield aluminium smelters; however, studies are
currently in progress, by the International Aluminium Institute, to assess how to establish a
methodology for future approval. In the event that a methodology is established and
approved, Qatalum would give further consideration to this opportunity.

6.3.58

The Qatalum Power Plant will be designed according to the principles of BAT (as
discussed in Section 3.12); however, the aim of the Qatalum power Plant design is to
evaluate technical solutions that will increase the overall Power Plant efficiency beyond
what is typically considered to be BAT, thereby reducing atmospheric emissions of CO2. If
a technical solution which further increases the efficiency of the Power Plant (from 51% to
53%) can be identified, this could be converted to a CDM project. Thus far, studies
indicate that such an increase in efficiency will result in increased complexity and costs.
The additional complexity could compromise the required availability / security of the
power supply, which is fundamental to the operation of an aluminium smelter. Further
studies will be undertaken to evaluate the benefit of increased energy efficiency against
the effects on plant reliability and availability, as well as the effect on Capital and
Operational expenditure.

6.3.59

In summary, the current situation means that neither the Aluminium Plant, nor the Power
Plant, are suitable for registration as CDM Projects; however, this could change in light of
the on-going studies described above.
Summary

6.3.60

On the basis of the above discussions, and in particular as the Qatalum Project has been
designed according to the principles of BAT and that GHG emissions have been
minimised as far as possible, the impact of GHG from the Qatalum Project is considered to
be of Minor significance.
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Operational Impacts – Ozone
6.3.61

Ozone is an unstable and a powerful oxidant. In the stratosphere, ozone has a beneficial
role, shielding the earth from harmful ultra-violet radiation. In the lower layers of the
atmosphere “ground level ozone” acts as a greenhouse gas. Acute health effects on
respiratory efficiency have also been observed; irritation to the eyes and nose and minor
changes to the airways can occur at sufficient concentrations.

6.3.62

SCENR has expressed concerns that the concentration of ozone in the Mesaieed area is
already at elevated levels and that projects producing NOx / VOC will further exacerbate
this problem. Thus, SCENR has requested an evaluation of the Qatalum Project’s
potential to contribute to ground level ozone during plant operation.

6.3.63

Ozone is not emitted directly from any manmade source in any significant quantities; it
arises from chemical reactions in the atmosphere; thus, ground level ozone is often
referred to as a “secondary pollutant”. It is formed mainly from the action of sunlight on
VOC and NOx in the presence of oxygen. The reactions are complex and dependent on a
large number of variables (wind speed, temperature, presence of sunlight, ratio of
NOx:VOC etc.). Sunlight provides the energy to initiate ozone formation; near-ultra-violet
radiation dissociates stable molecules to form reactive species known as free radicals. In
the presence of nitrogen oxides these free radicals catalyse the oxidation of hydrocarbons
to carbon dioxide and water vapour, with ozone being generated as a by-product.

6.3.64

Recent studies indicate that carbon monoxide (CO) can indirectly play a role in ozone
formation, particularly in areas where emissions are dominated by road traffic. Again, the
reactions are complex and generally slow. Due to its slow photochemistry, CO is generally
thought to play a role in ozone creation at a large scale in the free atmosphere, whereas
58
the more reactive VOCs are believed to dominate ozone production on a local scale .

6.3.65

NOx emitted from power stations primarily consists of NO at source, this is converted in
the atmosphere to NO2 over time and as the plume travels. NO actually destroys ozone,
whereas NO2 results in ozone formation. Thus, ozone formation often occurs many
kilometres from the source of its precursors and urban / industrial areas can often
experience lower concentrations of ground level ozone in ambient air than rural areas.
Once formed, ozone can persist for several days and can be transported long distances.
The availability of NOx downwind of a source generally controls the spatial extent of the
area within which raised ozone concentrations may be generated. Within this area the
magnitude and distribution of the pollutant is controlled by the occurrence and
characteristics of the available VOCs.

6.3.66

There is a large variation in the importance of the precursors involved in the production of
ozone, depending on their structure and reactivity. In order to assess the relative effect of
different hydrocarbons in the episodic production of ozone and provide a basis for their
59
control the UNECE VOC convention proposed the concept of Photochemical Ozone
Creation Potential (POCP). POCP is defined as, “the ratio of the change in photochemical
ozone production due to an emission of a particular VOC to the ozone created by the
same additional emission of ethylene”; where Ethylene (C2H4) has a POCP factor of 100.
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6.3.67

A range of POCP factors have been developed for use in Western Europe for individual
VOCs, NO2 and CO; however, these have been derived for the specific meteorological
conditions and NOx/VOC background concentrations that are characteristic of optimal
ozone formation in Western Europe. Recent studies have indicated that, even within a
climatic region, such as Western Europe, POCP values can display significant spatial
variability (the largest differences being for NOx, where even the sign of the POCP value
60
changed from region to region) . Thus, the existing POCP factors have not been applied
to the Qatalum Project emissions, as they are unlikely to be representative of the Qatari
climate and atmospheric characteristics.

6.3.68

Furthermore, since data for POCP values for existing and planned industries at MIC, or for
Qatar as a whole, are not available at present, even if POCP were to be calculated for the
Qatalum project, it would be relatively meaningless without the means to gain an indication
of their significance through comparison to POCP values for other industries or to local /
national levels.

6.3.69

A further, and more useful, method of evaluating ozone formation is through is ozone
modelling; however, ozone modelling is highly complex and requires a large amount of
detailed input data for a large geographical area. For the reasons described above, ground
level ozone is a “transboundary” pollutant that needs to be viewed on a regional / national
level and can not be attributed to one specific source; there are no appropriate techniques
to further assess the contribution and effect of an individual Project on regional ozone
concentrations.

6.3.70

QP and Total are developing a national ozone model for Qatar; the study began in
February 2006 and is due to be competed in late 2008. The model inputs are currently
existing sources; approved projects will be included in a second phase. Hydro has
established contact with Total and QP and expressed an interest in the project. It is hoped
that this EIA will be approved in time to enable its inclusion in the second phase of the
ozone study, or at worst or its subsequent updates.

6.3.71

The World Bank PPAH publication notes that:
“Since ground-level ozone is formed by the photochemical reaction of nitrogen oxides and
certain hydrocarbons, abatement strategies should focus not only on reduction of
emissions of these substances but also on their ratio and balance. In areas where NOx
concentrations are high relative to VOCs, the abatement of VOC emissions can reduce the
formation of ground-level ozone, while reduction in nitrogen oxides may actually increase
it.”

6.3.72

The assessment of ambient air quality shows that, for the MIC area, NO2 levels are
considerable higher than VOC concentrations and thus strategies to limit ozone formation
should focus on VOC emissions abatement. This would need to be addressed at a
regional level; as noted above the Qatalum Project will result in negligible VOC emissions.
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6.3.73

In summary, the requirements of BAT have been applied to the design of the Project to
minimise emissions and this is the best mitigation that can be recommended in the
absence of a more definitive regional study. It should be noted that any such mitigation
measures adopted by one facility may have limited impact on photochemical oxidant
production and an initiative across MIC, and potentially across Qatar and beyond, is
considered a more effective option for managing ozone formation. Although the Qatalum
project has minimised compounds with the potential to result in ground level ozone
creation so far as it possible, ambient air quality data show that the SCENR standards are
already exceeded within MIC; thus any impact arising from the potential further increase in
ozone concentrations has been rated as having a moderate significance.

6.4

SOIL & GROUNDWATER IMPACTS
Typical Operation

6.4.1

It is not anticipated that the Project will result in any significant impacts to soil or
groundwater during typical operation of the plant. The only deliberate liquid release is that
of treated potable wastewater for irrigation. Since all potable wastewater will be treated to
the Qatari standards for irrigation water, and monitored to ensure compliance with these
standards, there should not be any impact on soil or groundwater.

6.4.2

Other potential impacts could arise from accidental spills and inappropriate storage of raw
materials, fuels and wastes. All fuels, wastes and raw materials will be appropriately
stored in accordance with internationally acceptable protocols. A Project specific EMS will
be developed based on the principles of ISO14001. As part of the EMS, emergency
response / spill protocols will be put in place and a waste management plan will be
implemented.

6.4.3

Furthermore, the continued protection of groundwater will be ensured through regular
monitoring. The draft MIC Guidelines require industrial facilities to install a sufficient
number of groundwater monitoring wells (at least one well at each boundary site) and
monitor and report the quality of the groundwater in accordance with a set list of
parameters.

6.4.4

If, despite all the measures in place to prevent soil and groundwater contamination, it is
suspected that contamination has occurred, monitoring will be carried out to determine the
extent and magnitude of this and remedial measures will be instigated.

6.4.5

On the basis of the planned control measures and perceived likelihood of soil /
groundwater contamination the significance of this impact is determined to be negligible.
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Unplanned Events
6.4.6

Rainfall is generally low in Qatar; however, occasional storms can produce larges volumes
of water in a single event. The surface water drainage system will collect clean stormwater
from paved areas and roofs of buildings. To comply with Qatari statutory requirements, “all
facilities shall have adequate capacity to hold potentially contaminated stormwater” and, if
necessary collected stormwater should be, “directed through appropriate treatment
facilities to meet the discharge criteria”. The drainage system will be designed with this in
mind. Clean stormwater will be used for irrigation purposes.

6.4.7

Drainage from areas where the water can be contaminated with oil or chemicals shall be
collected separately and treated before it is disposed of / re-used in accordance with
Qatari requirement.

6.4.8

On the basis of the above the significance of this impact is determined to be negligible.
Other potential impacts arising as a result of emergency events / large scale accidents
have been addressed in the environmental risk assessment Section of this Chapter
(Section 6.10).
Construction and Commissioning
Main Site, Port Area and Construction Workers Camp

6.4.9

As stated previously, the Contractor(s) will ultimately be responsible for the construction /
commissioning of the Qatalum Site. Contractors will be required to comply with all Qatari
regulations and Qatalum requirements with regard to the environment. As part of their role,
the Contractor(s) will be required to produce an Environmental Management Plan, which
will address the measures in place to minimise / control and / or dispose of any emissions
or wastes (accidental or otherwise) associated with activities that could potentially result in
soil or groundwater contamination (e.g. from materials and waste handling and storage,
testing etc.). Contractor(s) will also be required to obtain any necessary permits or
approvals to dispose of any wastes.
Area for Dewatering and Storage of Dredged Material
Original Port Concept

6.4.10

The 2005 Qatalum Marine Survey included sediment sampling in the Original Port concept
dredge area; this did not identify any potential contamination of the sediment. Thus, the
potential impacts to soil and groundwater resulting from processes associated with the
deposition, dewatering, storage and use of dredge of material (as fill) are unlikely to be a
cause for concern. However, it is recommended that dredged material be sampled, prior to
use as fill, to ensure that this is the case.
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Alternative Port Concept
6.4.11

33,34

Previous surveys
have indicated that the sediment in the region of the possible dredge
areas for the Alternative Port concept could be contaminated with TPH and certain metals.
The distribution of contamination appears to be patchy and varies at a local level, with the
highest levels being localised “hotspots” in near-shore areas. A pre-dredge survey will be
undertaken as part of the dredging management plan to confirm whether contamination is
present in the dredge areas and to determine the location of any hotspots (see Section 6.5
for further details). The management of dredging activities in areas with localised
“hotspots” of contamination would take into account the level and extent of contamination,
the feasibility of avoiding the hotspots and the potential impact of using the dredged
material as fill. If generally high levels of contamination are found, mitigation measures to
eliminate or minimise the negative effects associated with the storage and dewatering of
the sediments will be discussed and agreed with MIC and SCENR. As for the Original port
concept, it is recommended that dredged material be sampled, prior to use a fill, to ensure
that it is fit for purpose.
Impact Significance

6.4.12

For all Project Areas, if, despite all the measures in place to prevent soil and groundwater
contamination, it is suspected that contamination has occurred, monitoring will be carried
out to determine the extent and magnitude of this and remedial measures will be
instigated.

6.4.13

On the basis of the anticipated control measures, plans and procedures that should be in
place, the significance of impacts on soil and groundwater from of construction /
commissioning of the Main Site, Port Area, Construction Workers Camp and the
dewatering area for dredged materials from the Original Port concept dredging areas are
expected to be negligible. For the same reasons, the potential impact resulting from the
dewatering of dredged materials from the dredge areas associated with the Alternative
Port concept should also be negligible; however, as a precaution, a minor significance
has been assigned to reflect the fact that the results of the pre-dredged survey (and
subsequent detailed dredging plan / Contractor’s EMP) are not available for review at this
time.

6.4.14

Waste management is discussed further in Section 6.8; environmental management and
monitoring plans are discussed further in Chapter 8.
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6.5

MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND ECOLOGY
Construction Impacts

6.5.1

The main construction impacts will be due, directly and indirectly, to the presence and
construction of the Qatalum Port and dredging activities. As discussed in Chapters 1 and
3, the location of the Qatalum Port Area has not been finalised and two areas are still
under evaluationxvii. Originally it was planned to locate the Port facilities close to the
Gabbro Berth; herein referred to as The Original Port concept is located close to the
Gabbro Berth and adjacent to the planned Gabbro Expansion; the Alternative Port location
is to the south of the QASCO steel works. The locations of both port concepts are
indicated in Figure 3.5. Further details for the two Port concepts, and the rational behind
them, have been presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.7.

6.5.2

Due to schedule constraints, these alternative locations and associated impacts are
described herein in outline form and the resultant potential impacts have been assessed
only at a screening level. Further details relating to the Qatalum Port Concept will be
submitted, as required, when selection decisions have been finalised and the engineering
works are more advanced.

6.5.3

For both Port concepts the same area has been proposed for storage / dewatering of
dredged material, as indicated in Figure 3.5. The water run-off is expected to enter the sea
to the north of the Gabbro Causeway, broadly at the location of the alluvial fan. On the
3
basis of approximately 9 million m of solid dredge material deposited in this area for the
Original Port concept dredging plans; assuming a relationship of 1:10 between solids and
3
water, a total of 100 million m run-off water will be generated. Thus, on average there will
3
3
be a run-off water discharge of approximately 0.5 million m per day or 6 m per second.

6.5.4

So far as is possible, the remainder of this Section assesses the significance of the
potential impacts associated with the two possible Port locations and addressees the
following:
•

permanent habitat loss / physical disturbance associated with the construction and
presence of the Qatalum Berth / Jetty;

•

permanent habitat loss / physical disturbance associated with the construction of
the Original Port concept Service Corridor;

•

sediment re-suspension and deposition during dredging and dewatering, leading
to:
-

increased turbidity, resulting in inhibition of primary production of flora,
smothering of sub-tidal marine habitats / communities via sediment
depositionxviii; and

xvii

After submission of revision 01 of the EIA report, the Alternative Port concept was chosen. A separate
application for environmental clearance of the Port development will be submitted once the details have been
established. However the text, relating to both Port concepts, within this updated (revision 02) EIA report has
been retained, unchanged.
xviii

The marine impact assessment does not include computer modelling of the potential suspended solids plume
that will be produced as a result of dredging. However, a qualitative assessment will be made using existing
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•

- release of sediment-bound contaminants to the water column;
impacts of dredging on fish;

•

disturbance to marine species from increased underwater noise activities; and

•

accidental release of hazardous materials to the marine environment, resulting in
degradation of seawater and sediment quality.

6.5.5

It is understood that there will be no direct disposal of any dredged material into the
marine environment and hence impacts associated with the dumping of dredge materials
at sea have not been considered.

6.5.6

Many studies on environmental impacts to the marine environment have focussed on the
effect of one factor in isolation; however, increasingly, the combined effect of multiple
stressors is seen as the most important consideration. This is particularly relevant for
planned projects in areas that are already subject to man-made disturbances (e.g. existing
industrial areas). In the case of this EIA study, the existing aspects affecting the marine
environment have been considered in addition to the potential impacts from the Qatalum
Project. In most cases, any impacts associated with the Qatalum Project will result in a
magnification of existing impacts, rather than introduce new stressors. In addition,
cumulative impacts have also been considered where appropriate; this particularly applies
in relation to the planned expansion of the Gabbro Berth and the construction of MIC Berth
No. 7.
Permanent Habitat Loss / Physical Disturbance

6.5.7

The development of the new Port, at either location, will require dredging to depths
between -13 m and -15 m CD, in order to construct the necessary access and turning
basins for incoming ships.

6.5.8

At this time, the Original Port common solution for Gabbro and Qatalum has not been
agreed or formalised. This assessment has been carried out on the basis of the Qatalum
preferred common solution (as shown in Figure 3.2).For the Original Port common
solution, the combined footprint of the combined berths and reclaimed areas would be
2
2
0.15 km and the total dredge area would be approximately 1.3 km . Approximately
3
9.5 million m of the dredged material from the combined Berth construction projects
3
would be used to provide the 5-6 million m of fill material required for the Qatalum Project.

6.5.9

The Alternative concept involves the construction of a pilled Jetty, thus there is no
“footprint” as such. For the Alternative Port Concept, the dredging required to construct the
Jetty, access and turning basin would not be sufficient to meet the fill requirements for the
Qatalum Project. It is intended that the additional fill requirements are met by land based
sources of fill material and that further dredging is limited so far as is possible (see Section
3.7 for further details). For the purpose of the EIA report, the following three dredging
scenarios have been considered for the Alternative Port concept:

knowledge of the direction of current flows along the MIC coastline and of the local marine ecology. In addition,
for the Original port concept, inferences have been made based on the sediment transport modelling results
taken from the Gabbro Expansion EIA.
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6.5.10

•

scenario 1 - minimum dredging for the construction of the alternative Jetty; site fill
material mainly sources from onshore materials;

•

scenario 2 - dredging to take place only areas that have been dredged previously,
fill material to be supplemented with onshore sourced materials (this would mainly
involve dredging in areas A and B on Figure 3.8; Area D (within the existing
navigation channel) is also a possibility, but this has not been considered further
since dredging in the existing shipping channel whilst it is operational is
challenging from a logistical and safety perspective); and

•

scenario 3 - dredging to provide the sole source of fill material; this would involve
dredging areas A, B, C and F on Figure 3.8.

A summary of the estimated dredge areas and volumes for the Alternative Port dredging
scenarios 1-3 are provided in Table 6.4, below.
Table 6.4 – Alternative Port Dredging Scenarios
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

As scenario 1, plus:

As scenario 2, plus:

Areas A and B

Areas C and F

Description

Jetty,

Total Dredged Area (km2)

~0.3

up to 0.9

up to 1.8

Total Dredge Volume (m3)

1,000,000

3,000,000

~ 6,000,000
(~10,000,000 available)

6.5.11

It is anticipated that the main dredging operations would be carried out by cutter suction
dredging. For the Original Port concept this would take place over a 6 month period; with a
lesser amount of dredging in the 2 to 3 months following this. The duration of the dredging
for the Alternative concept would depend on which option was carried forward; however,
the dredging period is unlikely to exceed that described for the Original Concept.

6.5.12

Marine ecology within the areas to be dredged, for either Port location, will inevitably suffer
some direct mortality as well as disturbance. In addition, communities are likely to change
in composition, due to the removal of sediments, the changes to the particle size of the
remaining substrate and the future recolonisation of dredged areas. However, there are no
protected species (such as dugong or marine turtles) known to migrate into the areas
around either Port location, largely due to the high level of industrial activity that currently
persists along the MIC coastline.
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6.5.13

For the combined Qatalum Original Port / Gabbro expansion dredge area, approximately
2
72% of the 1.3 km dredge area will comprise areas of ‘Very Dense’ seagrass cover (as
indicated in Figure 5.16). Dredging activities are likely to lead to a complete loss of
seagrass beds within the dredge area and the recoverability of the seagrass to physical
disturbance is known to be generally low. This impact is of note, as the review of baseline
marine ecology has determined that seagrass beds form the most important habitat in this
area. However; the seagrass beds are not protected, they have not been recorded as
providing significant fish / shrimp spawning or feeding grounds and do not support
protected marine mammals (e.g. dugong) and so the overall ecological importance of
these seagrass beds is relatively low.

6.5.14

To determine the impact the Qatalum Project may cause on seagrass habitats at a local
scale, one ideally needs to be able to determine the significance the habitat commands
within a national and regional context. Further information, regarding the regional extent of
seagrass habitat around the Qatari coast is needed. The overall extent of seagrass cover
across the Qatari coast is not known, although other studies have recorded significant
areas of seagrass beds present at Eastern Ras Laffan, Fuwariat (north of Ras Laffan) and
Al-Khor/Al-Dhakhira. A Coastal Atlas Project is currently being undertaken which will
describe and quantify the extent of seagrass coverage in the near-shore and offshore
Qatari marine environment; however, this will not be available within the timeframe of this
EIA. For the purpose of this assessment, it has been assumed that the seagrass beds are
of at least local importance.

6.5.15

The impacts of the physical presence of the Berth / reclaimed area (i.e. “landtake”) and
seabed disturbance due to dredging will be certain and permanent, although limited in
extent and area. On the basis of this and the above, the impact to the marine environment,
resulting from physical disturbance of the seabed is considered to be of moderate
adverse significance and the impact due to the physical presence of the Berth / reclaim
area is considered to be minor. It is not possible to directly mitigate against the loss of
seagrass beds; however compensatory measures could be considered. Any such
measures would need to be discussed, with SCENR, in light of the findings of the Coastal
Atlas Project and would need to take into account future development plans affecting the
MIC coastal area.

6.5.16

Dredging activities at the Alternative Port site will also lead to a direct disturbance to
habitats in areas dredged. The scale of impact will dependent upon the dredging scenario
taken forward. Clearly, the scenarios with the larger dredging areas will lead to impacts
over a larger extent and will probably result in impacts of a greater magnitude.

6.5.17

The Alternative Port site and possible dredge areas will be located in the existing MIC
commercial port area. The area in the vicinity of the proposed Jetty, and the possible
dredge areas A and B, will have already been disturbed as a result of previous dredging
activities. A significant proportion of possible dredge areas A and C are adjacent to the
existing northern approach navigation channel. In addition, the area immediately in front of
planned MIC Berth No.7, which is adjacent to the Qatalum Jetty, will be further disturbed
due to the construction of Berth No. 7.
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6.5.18

The desk-top study and video footage review for the Alternative Port location and possible
dredge locations showed that these areas are largely barren with, at best, a patchy 1-10%
of seagrass coverage (see Section 5.8 for further detail). Macrobenthic fauna and flora
were found to be present at lower species diversity and abundance compared with other
areas around the Qatar coast. The habitat quality around the Alternative Port Area was
found to be notably poorer than that observed near the Original Port location. Overall
these areas are considered to be of very limited ecological value.

6.5.19

The impacts of the physical presence of the pilled Jetty and seabed disturbance due to
dredging will be certain and permanent, although limited in terms of the area affected. On
the basis of this and the above, the impact to the marine environment, resulting from
physical disturbance of the seabed is considered to be of minor adverse significance and
the impact due to the physical presence of the Jetty is considered to be negligible. No
specific mitigation is recommended, however, if dredging scenarios 2 and 3 are taken
forward a pre-dredging survey for marine ecology will be undertaken as part of a wider
monitoring package (see below).

6.5.20

For the Original port concept, a small area of sub-tidal habitat along the eastern edge of
the lagoon would be ‘lost’ for use as an access corridor (indicated in Figure 3.3). The area
2
lost is estimated at approximately 435 m . The loss will be certain and permanent,
although limited in its extent and area. However, this small area comprises between only 0
and 1% of sparse seagrass cover (see Figure 5.16), with low numbers and diversity of
species observed. Thus, the impact of this loss is considered to have negligible
significance for marine habitats, flora and fauna.
Impacts Associated with Sediment Re-suspension and Deposition

6.5.21

6.5.22

During dredging, sediment, which will include a percentage of finer sediments, is brought
back into suspension from which it will re-enter the water column and then disperse with
the direction of the current. Sediment plumes may be generated where fines are resuspended in the water column due the following activities:
•

seabed disturbance during dredging;

•

material (sediment) loss during dredging and subsequent transport;

•

re-suspension of losses during pumping and placement of fill; and

•

discharge of de-watering effluent during dredging.

Sediment re-suspension will affect seawater and sediment quality in the vicinity of works
with potential adverse effects on marine ecology in areas affected. In particular, sediment
re-suspension could lead to impacts on marine ecology due to increased turbidity,
smothering of organisms (where sediment eventually settles) and redistribution of
contaminants (if these are present in dredged material). Each of these impacts is
discussed separately below.
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6.5.23

Knowledge of the hydrodynamic regime is important as it helps to determine the direction
2
of any sediment plume and potential for dispersal. The Gabbro Expansion EIA included
modelling of the hydrodynamics of currents and flows in the vicinity where the dredging
34
would take place at the Original Port site. SARC also modelled current movements along
the MIC coast. These studies indicated that on the maximum flood tide the current flows
are relatively weak, moving northwards. For the ebb tide, current flows are even weaker
and move southwards.
Turbidity

6.5.24

The waters off the MIC coast are generally clear and an increase in turbidity could result in
inhibition of primary production of marine flora (e.g. seagrass beds). Increased turbidity
causes a reduction in the light available for photosynthesis and in the time available for net
photosynthesis, therefore, reducing growth. Seagrass beds are generally located in areas
that have natural fluctuations in light intensities and are able to cope with these changes to
some degree. Seagrasses can store and mobilise carbohydrates and have been reported
to be able to tolerate acute light reductions (below 2% of surface irradiance) for two
61
62
weeks . Experiments in Australia using the same type of seagrasses present at
Mesaieed, demonstrated that the tolerance of seagrasses to pulsed, high turbidity levels
varies between approximately 38 and 100 days before mortality occurs; with the health of
the plant, in terms of shoot density, biomass, chlorophyll and amino acid content,
34
decreasing before this time . Thus, increases in turbidity are more likely to result in
evident impacts for longer term dredging projects.

6.5.25

The percentage cover of seagrass recorded during the 2004 QASCO marine survey
indicated that the 2002 dredging of main navigation channel had not resulted in a
significant impact on seagrass from approximately 100 m eastwards of the navigation
channel. In addition, other surveys, carried out since dredging of the main channel
occurred in 2002, would suggest that healthy seagrass beds remain in the vicinity of
dredging activities. The precise impacts associated with previous dredging cannot be
determined without longer term monitoring, but it would seem that seagrass beds in the
MIC area have been relatively tolerant to dredging activities and the associated changes in
turbidity. Epifauna and infauna are unlikely to be notably affected by changes in turbidity.

6.5.26

Hydrodynamic data, along with the fact that sediments at both Port concept locations
contain a large amount of fine material, would suggest that re-suspended sediments will
remain in suspension for some time and not be dispersed quickly away from dredging
areas. This can cause prolonged periods of high turbidity in proximity to dredging areas.

6.5.27

The Original Port location is in close proximity to dense seagrass beds; consequently
there is greater potential for higher increases in turbidity in seagrass bed areas. Thus,
impacts are considered to be of moderate significance on a local level. As noted
previously, the lack of regional data for seagrass distribution and density makes it difficult
to determine the impacts at a regional level.

6.5.28

For the Alternative Port location, the impact on seagrass beds in the MIC area, associated
with increases in turbidity, is considered to be of minor significance for dredge scenarios 1
and 2 and of minor to moderate significance for scenario 3. The significance ratings take
into account the presence of the seagrass beds to the north and the uncertainty
associated with the distribution, dispersion and duration of the sediment plume.

37
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6.5.29

The significance of these impacts can be reduced through careful planning of the dredging
and through implementation of mitigation / control measures and monitoring. The dredging
Contractor will produce an EMP for dredging activities, which should ensure that increases
in turbidity are minimised as far as possible. Generic mitigation measures, along with
proposed monitoring plans, to reduce and manage sediment loss and re-suspension, are
discussed in paragraphs 6.5.42 onwards.

6.5.30

The sediment content of water run-off will be controlled and monitored to minimise any
potential impacts. On the basis of this, the low species diversity in this area and the sparse
coverage of seagrass, the impact associated with turbidity as a result of dewatering
discharges is considered to be minor.
Smothering of Marine Organisms

6.5.31

Depending on the strength of currents at the time of construction, sediments could be
mobilised, transported and be deposited elsewhere. Such deposition could lead to the
smothering of organisms where sediment settles. Smothering could adversely affect
seagrass beds and the feeding and respiratory functions of epifauna, especially of filter
feeding organisms, such as corals, molluscs, gorgonians, etc. Seagrass and filter feeding
organisms are generally intolerant to smothering. In addition, the redistribution of fine
sediments may lead to changes to the make-up of infauna communities in areas affected.

6.5.32

Epifaunal and infaunal communities are not considered to be of great ecological value in
the proximity to works at either Port locations, or in the dewatering discharge area, and
therefore the impact on these species is not considered significant.

6.5.33

Without specific studies to determine where sediments will settle it is difficult to predict the
extent of impacts on seagrass bed. However, given the proximity of seagrass beds, it is
expected that impacts would be higher for the Original Port concept and could be of
moderate significance.

6.5.34

The significance of the impacts associated with the Alternative Port concept is anticipated
to be of minor significance for dredge scenarios 1 and 2, and minor to moderate
significance for dredge scenario 3. These significance ratings take into account the
presence of the seagrass beds to the north and the uncertainty associated with the
distribution, dispersion and duration of the sediment plume.

6.5.35

The same mitigation and monitoring measures that apply to turbidity impacts (mentioned
above) also apply to the control of smothering impacts. Generic mitigation measures,
along with proposed monitoring plans, to reduce and manage sediment loss and resuspension, are discussed in paragraphs 6.5.42 onwards.

6.5.36

The sediment content of water run-off will be controlled and monitored to minimise any
potential impacts. On the basis of this, the low species diversity in this area and the sparse
coverage of seagrass, the impact associated with smothering as a result of dewatering
discharges is considered to be minor.
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Release of Sediment-Bound Contaminants to Water Column during Dredging and
Reclamation
6.5.37

Re-suspension of sediment can re-introduce contaminants into the water column in both
sediment-bound and dissolved forms. As discussed in Section 5.4, contaminant levels at
the Original Port site are low; thus, the release of sediment into the water column during
dredging is expected to have no significant adverse effect on water or sediment quality
with respect to contaminant levels. The impact has been assigned a negligible
significance and no specific mitigation measures have been suggested if this option is
taken forward.

6.5.38

Previous surveys
have indicated that the sediment in the region of the possible dredge
areas for the Alternative Port concept could be contaminated with TPH and certain metals.
The distribution of contamination appears to be patchy and varies at a local level, with the
highest levels being localised “hotspots” in near-shore areas. The dispersal and
subsequent settlement of sediments could have impacts upon water quality and
consequently on marine ecology, through filter feedings, accumulation in flora, ingestion
by herbivores and bioaccumulation up the food chain.

6.5.39

The ecological value of the areas within the Alternative Port location and possible dredging
areas is relatively low; this is also the case for areas further south. However, studies have
shown that areas to the north and east have greater ecological important, with dense
seagrass beds and more diverse communities present. Existing contaminant levels in
sediments are also known to be relatively low in these areas. Therefore the redistribution
of sediments to the north and east could lead to adverse impacts on these more sensitive
communities.

6.5.40

It is difficult to predict with certainty the level of impact associated with the redistribution of
potential contaminants without detailed knowledge on where sediments will settle and at
what levels. However, the potential significance is likely to increases with the scale of
dredging, i.e. for scenarios 2 and 3. As a result of this level of uncertainty, a range of
impact significance from minor to major is suggested for the Alternative Port location.
However, the removal of dredged sediment from the marine environment, for storage and
dewatering onshore, will reduce most impacts. In addition, mitigation adopted to reduce
the effects of increased turbidity will help to minimise potential effects.

6.5.41

The same mitigation and monitoring measures that apply to turbidity impacts (mentioned
above) also apply to the control of impacts related to contaminated sediment. These are
discussed further in paragraphs 6.5.42 onwards and would reduce the significance of
these impacts if implemented. In addition, a pre-dredge survey will be undertaken as part
of the dredging management plan to confirm whether contamination is present in the
dredge areas and to determine the location of any hotspots. The management of dredging
activities in areas with localised “hotspots” of contamination would take into account the
level and extent of contamination, the feasibility of avoiding the hotspots and the potential
impact of using the dredged material as fill. If generally high levels of contamination are
found, mitigation measures to eliminate or minimise the negative effects associated with
the storage and dewatering of the sediments will be discussed and agreed with MIC and
SCENR. If the pre-dredge monitoring and mitigation measures are implemented as
discussed it’s anticipated that residual impacts will be of only minor significance.

33,34
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Mitigation and Control to Prevent Sediment Re-suspension and Deposition
6.5.42

6.5.43

Dredging operation and management shall be undertaken in accordance with the
principles of BAT and best international practices. The dredge Contractor will produce an
EMP, which will include measures to reduce and manage suspended sediment levels from
dredging activities. Typical measures that would be considered in the EMP include:
•

ensure that production rates do not exceed pumping capacity to avoid the
overflow and release of excess material;

•

ensure there is no leakage from the sediment transport pipeline from the dredger
to the dewatering / reclamation areas; and

•

use of silt traps, such as weirs, and / or settlement areas to reduce the amount of
suspended sediment in the de-watering effluent released to sea.

Prior to dredging, sediment transport modelling should be carried out, for both Port
concepts, to determine the potential direction and dispersion of re-suspended sediments.
This information should be used to inform the planning of dredging operations to maximise
the dispersal of re-suspended sediments away from seagrass beds. In addition, monitoring
of suspended solids during dredging (see below) should be undertaken to further inform
dredging operations. If the monitoring indicates that threshold levels of TSS (to be agreed
with SCENR) are exceeded in the seagrass bed areas, the dredging operations should be
altered with respect to techniques / timing / duration, or other mitigation, such as
deployment of silt curtains should be considered, to limit the impacts on seagrass beds.
Monitoring

6.5.44

A programme of environmental monitoring should be undertaken. Depending on the Port
concept selected, this may commence before the dredging operation begins, continuing
throughout the course of dredging activities and for at least one year after the cessation of
dredging activity. The suggested monitoring is particularly related to potential impacts on
seagrass communities. A detailed monitoring package will be agreed with SCENR prior to
dredging commencing.
Sediment and Seawater Quality

6.5.45

No pre-dredge monitoring of sediment or seawater quality is recommended for the Original
Port concept. During dredging suspended solids should be monitored at representative
locations, agreed with SCENR. No post dredging monitoring of sediment or seawater
quality is recommended.

6.5.46

If the Alternative Port location is taken forward it is recommended that surveys are
undertaken for sediment and seawater quality prior to, during and following dredging.
Samples should be monitored at strategic points to be agreed with SCENR (which are
likely to include dredge sites and the footprint of the proposed Jetty, along transects of
increasing distance from these impacts sites and at control sites). The exact location and
number of survey sites will be dependent on mitigation measures to be adopted during
dredging and disposal.

6.5.47

Analysis should be conducted for the following sediment parameters:
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6.5.48

6.5.49

•

Total Organic Carbon (TOC);

•

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH);

•

metals (Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Li, Mn, Ni, Pb, V, and Zn);

•

pH; and

•

nutrients (total nitrogen and phosphorus).

Seawater samples should be taken from both from surface waters and from waters 0.5 m
above the seabed and analysed for the following:
•

Total Suspended Solids (TSS);

•

salinity;

•

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH);

•

metals (Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Li, Mn, Ni, Pb, V, and Zn);

•

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB);

•

pH; and

•

nutrients (total nitrogen and phosphorus).

These data will enable the identification of the least contaminated areas, which could be
targeted for dredging, and will also assist with guiding the implementation of mitigation
measures. On the basis of the results from the pre-dredge survey, it could be determined
that not all of the above seawater and sediment quality parameters need to be considered
in the further surveys.
Biological Monitoring

6.5.50

Post dredging biological surveys for both epibenthic organisms (e.g. seagrass
communities, gorgonians etc.) and soft sediment infauna should be undertaken at a
number of sites to determine the effects of dredging activities for either Port concepts.
Monitoring sites should be selected according to availability of sufficient biomass,
sensitivity of habitat, proximity of impacts, and ecological value, for potential impact and
control areas. The focus of the surveys is anticipated to be the health of seagrass beds.

6.5.51

For the Alternative Port concept detailed biological pre-dredging monitoring will only be
required if dredging scenarios 2 and 3 are selected. A video survey, undertaken along the
footprint of the new Jetty and the immediately adjacent area, will suffice if scenario 1 is
taken forward. No biological pre-dredging monitoring is required for the Original Port
location.
Impacts on Fish

6.5.52

Dredging activities can affect fish directly through increased mortality, whereby fish may
be entrained by dredge machinery, through and loss of habitat. Indirectly impacts can also
arise due to increased suspended solid loads and/or decreased dissolved oxygen
concentrations in the water column. Increased suspended sediment levels can cause
physical damage to fish through gill damage and can reduce the ability of fish to locate
prey items. However, fish are mobile and can move away from affected areas; in addition,
none of the surveys in the vicinity of either Port locations identified significant fish
populations or species diversity; thus this impact has been assigned a minor significance.
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Underwater Noise
6.5.53

Underwater noise can affect the natural behaviour of adult fish; however the Qatalum and
SARC marine surveys have indicated that there is minimal fish interest in proximity to both
Port locations and the associated dredging areas. Furthermore, no commercially important
fish were identified during either of the aforementioned surveys. The noise level from
dredging activities is therefore highly unlikely to have to have a notable impact on fish and
this has been assigned a significance rating of negligible.

6.5.54

In line with good practice, it is deemed appropriate for attempts to be made to minimise
unnecessary sources of noise, particularly sudden noise. Such noise is more disturbing
(and potentially damaging) to wildlife, than the constant emission of noise. Conditioning is
also enhanced if supply vessels that service the dredgers maintain a constant route,
course and speed.
Release of Hazardous Materials to Environment

6.5.55

The potential exists for the degradation of seawater and sediment quality to occur as a
result of accidental spills, leaks or releases of hazardous materials during construction,
and commissioning. Such releases could include those of fuels, lubricants, paints and
cleaning products (e.g. solvents). In the absence of any mitigation release of such
materials to the marine environment would constitute a potential impact of moderate
significance but would be dependent on:
•

physical / chemical properties of the material released;

•

the volume of material released; and

•

duration of spillage/discharge event.

6.5.56

For construction, an Environmental Management Plant (EMP) will be proposed and
implemented by the Contractor(s). The EMP will address the measures in place to
minimise / control and / or dispose of any emissions (accidental or otherwise) associated
with activities that could potentially result in contamination of the marine environment (e.g.
materials and waste handling and storage). The EMP will also detail spill clean up and
response protocols and outline staff training / environmental awareness. With a good
quality EMP in place the significance of the impact is considered to be negligible.
Similarly, for the operation of the Plant, a Project specific EMS will be developed; as part
of the EMS, emergency response / spill protocols will be put in place and a waste
management plant will be implemented.

6.5.57

Environmental and waste management are discussed further in Chapter 8. Potential
impacts arising as a result of emergency events / large scale accidents have been
addressed in the environmental risk assessment Section of this Chapter (Section 6.10).
Main Operational Impacts

6.5.58

Potential impacts arising through the operational phase of the Qatalum Project include the
following:
•

impacts associated with the seawater scrubber effluent discharge (i.e. increased
temperature, low pH and increased COD);

•

entrainment of marine organisms/fish/mammals within the seawater intake; and
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•
6.5.59

impacts associated with vessels using the Qatalum Port.

The main environmental issues are those relating to the discharge, in particular, the
temperature increase relative to ambient seawater temperatures, low pH and high COD
levels. The discharge will be continuous throughout the project lifetime; however, there are
no known significant or sensitive habitats within 500 m of the QASCO channel discharge
point, thus limiting the significance of potential impacts.
Discharge of Scrubber Effluent

6.5.60

The bleed from the Power Plant cooling towers and used seawater from Aluminium Plant
cooling systems will be used in the seawater scrubbers at the Reduction Plant, thus the
only seawater discharge from the Project will be the final effluent from the scrubbers
3
(estimated at a maximum of 16,000 m /hr). The discharge will be released into the existing
37
QASCO channel at the point indicated in Figure 3.4. Previous surveys have identified
that there are no sensitive marine habitats, flora of fauna within 500 m of the discharge
point.

6.5.61

The main potential impact associated with the seawater discharge is the temperature
increase relative to that of intake water. The SCENR criteria for temperature of seawater
cooling discharges is that a temperature differential (∆T) less than +3 ºC, between the
seawater intake temperature and the discharge temperature, must be achieved by the
edge of the mixing zone or within 100 m of the release point.

6.5.62

Engineering studies have determined that for the hottest months (June to October), where
increases in sea temperature are will have the most significant impact on the marine
environment, the Qatalum discharge will have a ∆T of less than 4 ºC at the point it enters
the QASCO channel. Table 6.5 below shows the average monthly seawater intake
temperatures compared to the calculated temperature of the discharge at the point it
enters the QASCO channel, and the resultant ∆T. These are also shown graphically in
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15.
Table 6.5 – Seawater and Discharge Temperatures
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Seawater
Temp. (ºC)

21.0

21.0

24.0

26.3

30.0

33.0

34.3

36.0

35.0

33.0

28.1

24.0

Discharge
Temp. (ºC)

28.5

28.7

31.3

33.1

35.7

36.6

37.8

38.9

38.4

36.7

33.6

32.2

Delta T (ºC)

7.5

7.7

7.3

6.8

5.7

3.6

3.5

2.9

3.4

3.7

5.5

8.2
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Figure 6.14 – Seawater Intake & Discharge Temperature (at Entry to QASCO Channel)
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Figure 6.15 – Delta T of Seawater Discharge at Point of Entry to QASCO Channel
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6.5.63

Table 6.5 shows that the highest ∆T is 8.2 ºC at the point of entry to the QASCO channel,
which has been calculated to occur in December. In order to determine whether this “worst
case” scenario would still enable compliance with the SCENR standard, Qatalum
commissioned D’Appolonia to undertake analysis of the thermal dispersion of the
combined Qatalum and QASCO cooling waters. The full report for this Study is presented
in Appendix L and summarised below.

6.5.64

D’Appolonia have recently (2005) undertaken an EIA for the new Steel Melt Shop and
Rolling Mill plants to be set up in the area of the QASCO’s existing steelworks in
Mesaieed. The EIA has subsequently been approved by SCENR. Within the EIA study
D’Appolonia carried out an analysis on the thermal dispersion of the planned wastewater
discharged by the expanded QASCO facility using CORMIX-GI v4.3GT. Having already
got a model set up for the QASCO discharge, it was relatively simple for D’Appolonia to
repeat their previous analysis for the combined discharges.

6.5.65

The previous D’Appolonia analysis identified 16 critical ambient scenarios reflecting Spring
and Neap tide conditions and these were also used in the Qatalum modelling exercise to
evaluate regulatory compliance. The modelling was carried out assuming a worst case
(6.6 ºC ∆T) temperature for the combined Qatalum / QASCO discharge. The results of the
analysis showed that, for the combined Qatalum / QASCO discharge, the 3 ºC ∆T criteria
would be met within 50 m from the outfall and that at 100 m from the outfall the ∆T would
be in the region of 2.2 to 2.3 ºC.

6.5.66

On the basis of the above, and the lack of sensitive receptors within 500 m of the channel
discharge point, the significance of the impact of heat loading to the marine environment,
and subsequently flora and fauna, is assessed as negligible to minor.

6.5.67

Other issues / impacts associated with the discharge are pH, COD and biocide
concentrations. The acidic scrubber effluent will be neutralised and the pH carefully
controlled (as described in Section 3.12) and monitored. Under typical operating
conditions, the discharge will have pH of >6 at the point at which it enters the sea, which is
in line with the Qatari standards. Further neutralisation will occur rapidly through natural
dispersion once the discharge enters the sea. A conservative estimate, on the basis of the
thermal modelling results, is that an increase, to approximately pH 6.8, will occur within
100 m of the outfall. On the basis of this, the localised extent of the potential impact and
the limited sensitivity of the immediate receiving environment, impacts on water quality
and marine ecology are assessed as negligible.

6.5.68

The final stage of the scrubber effluent neutralisation process requires the use of the
existing discharge in the QASCO channel. In the abnormal event that the QASCO
discharge stops, or is reduced, (e.g. during plant shutdown / maintenance) there is the
potential for acidic (~pH 4) water to enter the sea at the discharge point. This scenario was
identified in the Environmental Risk Assessment and is addressed in Section 6.10 and in
more detail in Appendix J.
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6.5.69

Elevated COD levels result in reduced levels of dissolved oxygen (DO), which is a
fundamental requirement for the maintenance of balanced indigenous populations of fish,
shellfish, and other aquatic biota. COD will be reduced by the installation of an aeration
system (air injection nozzles) along the bottom of the QASCO channel, downstream of the
point at which the Qatalum discharge enters the QASCO channel. The objective of this will
be to meet the required SCENR dissolved oxygen (DO) level of 2 mg/l. As noted above,
37
previous surveys have identified that there are no sensitive marine habitats, flora of
fauna within 500 m of the discharge point. On this basis the impact associated with
elevated COD levels / reducued DO levels is anticipated to be of negligible significance.

6.5.70

Biocide treatment will be undertaken periodically through chlorination; any residual
chlorine will be destroyed by the sulphite formed through the seawater scrubbing process.
Thus, the Qatari standard for residual chlorine in seawater discharges should never be
exceeded and the impact on the marine environment will be negligible. In addition, the
entry of the Qatalum discharge to the QASCO channel should have a beneficial impact in
that the sulphites present will also neutralise any residual chlorine in the QASCO
discharge.
Entrainment of Marine Organisms via the Seawater Intake

6.5.71

Sub-sea screens on the proposed cooling water intake lines should limit the entrainment of
larger marine organisms, although the eggs and larval stages, as well as small mobile
invertebrates, may be entrained in the flow of water in the cooling water intake. The
potential impact that this may have on the population dynamics of the species within the
locality of the cooling water intake has not been specifically evaluated as the exact
location of the intake depends on the Port concept selected. However, in either event the
intake will be located in the vicinity of the new Berth / Jetty and given the localised effect of
the intake flows and the low populations levels of species and diversity in both of these
areas the impact it is anticipated to be of negligible significance
Vessels Using the Qatalum Port

6.5.72

Ships using the Mesaieed Ports will be under the control of the MIC Harbour Master. The
main source of potential impacts to the marine environment directly associated with
shipping are discharge of ballast water and leaks / spills from refuelling; however,
discharge of ballast water within the port area is prohibited and there will not be any
refuelling facilities at the Qatalum Port Area. In addition, the area around the Port will have
been recently dredged and, as such, will be further devoid of sensitive marine habit and
species. On the basis of this, the potential impact to the marine environment is considered
to be negligible. Potential impacts arising as a result of emergency events / large scale
accidents have been addressed in the environmental risk assessment Section of this
Chapter (Section 6.10).
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6.6

TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY
Introduction

6.6.1

This Section of the assessment describes and evaluates the construction and operational
impacts on terrestrial ecology in terms of the flora and fauna known or expected to occur
at or near the proposed Qatalum Site (as determined in Section 5.7). So far as is possible,
the assessment of the significance of any impact has been made in relation to the
sensitivity and / or conservation status of the species/habitats that may be affected.

6.6.2

The most significant impacts are likely to arise from:

6.6.3

6.6.4

•

emissions of hydrogen fluoride and sulphur dioxide during operation of the plant;

•

the physical presence of the Aluminium Plant / associated facilities and
construction workers camp, resulting in permanent habitat loss;

•

temporary presence of an area for the deposition, storage and dewatering of
dredged materials, resulting in habitat loss; and

•

general construction activities (e.g. site preparation), leading to disturbance of the
land surface, resulting in potential damage to habitats, flora and fauna.

Less significant potential impacts relate to
•

operational and construction noise generation, resulting in potential disturbance to
fauna; and

•

operational and construction dust generation and deposition, resulting in potential
smothering of flora and fauna.

This assessment focuses on the most significant potential impacts. Where possible,
mitigation and compensation measures have been considered and suggested. The nature
and scale of the Qatalum Project would make on-site compensation measures extremely
difficult to design and implement; therefore, the approach taken in this assessment has
been to propose measures, primarily at nearby locations, which could potentially be
supported by financial contributions from Qatalum. It is likely that any actual measures
taken forward would be implemented by the MIC Authority, with the participation of
SCENR or other professional ecological conservation body. Careful liaison and coordination between the various parties would be required to ensure that any such
implementation takes place in an appropriate fashion. In light of this, the mitigation
measures outlined below are proposed for consideration as measures for which financial
contributions could be made in order to compensate for adverse impacts of the project.
Operational Impact Assessment – Effect of HF Emissions

6.6.5

Emissions of fluoride from the proposed facility may cause damage to plants in terms of
tissue damage, or death, if exposure occurs above a certain level.

6.6.6

Terrestrial plants may accumulate inorganic fluorides following airborne deposition and
50,63
uptake from the soil
. The main route of uptake of fluoride by plants is from aerial
deposition on the plant surface; uptake from soil is generally low (except for fluoride
accumulator species), unless the fluoride has been added suddenly (e.g. following
amendment with sludge or phosphate fertilizer).
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6.6.7

Gaseous fluoride enters a plant leaf through the stomata (pores) where it then dissolves in
water and concentrates in the leaf margins and tip. It is therefore these areas that typically
50
are the first to show visible injury . Leaves are generally most sensitive to fluoride when
they are young; once fully developed they may be much more resistant. Where exposure
is periodic, symptoms may reflect this, as only those leaves that are at the sensitive stage
of development when the exposure occurs will develop injury. The rate at which symptoms
appear depends on the weather. There can be a considerable lag between the time of
exposure to the fluoride and the development of symptoms.

6.6.8

Exposure to a high concentration of fluoride causes necrosis (tissue death) of part, or even
the whole, of the leaf. The initial stages vary with species, and both the speed of
development of the symptoms and their appearance depend on the weather. In most
monocotyledonous (narrow-leaved species including grasses and lilies) plants, the initial
symptom is the development of chlorosis (yellowing) at the tips and margins of elongating
leaves (see Figure 6.16). In dicotyledonous (broad-leaved) species the initial symptom of
fluoride effects on leaves is usually chlorosis of the tip, which later extends downward
along the margins and inward toward the midrib. Continued exposure may lead to the tip
becoming necrotic and falling off, leaving the leaf notched.

6.6.9

The availability to plants tends to decrease with time following initial application of fluoride.
The degree of accumulation depends on several factors, including soil type and, most
prominently, pH. At acidic pH (below pH 5.5), fluoride becomes more phyto-available
through complexation with soluble aluminium fluoride species (which are themselves taken
up by plants, or, increase the potential for the fluoride ion to be taken up by the plant). The
soils of Qatar are generally alkaline, due to the limestone geology of the area, thus limiting
the availability of fluorides to plants in this area.
Figure 6.16 – Leaf Necrosis in the Lily

6.6.10

In general, plant species are particularly vulnerable to injury during the growing season
when leaves are young, and during daylight hours when gas uptake rates are high.
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6.6.11

The terrestrial ecology survey (see Section 5.7 and Appendix E) found that the vegetation
cover for the majority of the MIC area is very limited. However, some plants, typically
hardy and salt tolerant coastal species, grow on the made/disturbed ground and three
“natural” plant communities were identified:
•

the vegetation of coastal sands; consisting mostly of halophyte species;

•

reedbed vegetation, associated with the discharge of treated effluent from the
adjacent MIC sewage treatment plant; almost entirely dominated by Phragmites
australis; and

•

vegetation fringing the reedbed proper; consisting of grasses and chenopods.

6.6.12

Information on the sensitivities of the indigenous species at MIC to specific concentrations
50
of hydrogen fluoride has not been identified, however Wenstein and Davison state that
sensitive species tend to be absent in heavily industrialised areas.

6.6.13

Landscape planting of “ornamental” species (growing under irrigation) was also observed
along the roads and in the MIC Industrial / Community Areas and an area of “green belt”
vegetation was noted to the northwest of the Community Area. Of these non-natural
communities, the most sensitive species are Aloe vera (“sensitive”) and the Canna lily and
Date palm (“sensitive to intermediate”). Prickly pear and Oleander are described as being
very tolerant species. A summary of the indigenous and ornamental/landscaping species
identified, and their sensitivities to fluoride, is provided in Appendix E. The areas of
vegetation in closest proximity to the Qatalum Site are illustrated in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.17 – Areas of Vegetation in Proximity to the Qatalum Site
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6.6.14

To assess the potential for damage to occur, the modelled ground level concentrations of
hydrogen fluoride have been compared with air quality standards and guidelines. There
are currently no regulatory standards for HF emissions in Qatar and none have been
identified in other Middle East countries. The MIC Authority has proposed a draft
9
3
guideline of 1 µg/m , as a monthly average, albeit suggested for the protection of human
healthxix, rather than vegetation. The WHO recognises that levels in ambient air should be
3
63
less than 1 µg/m , to prevent effects on livestock and plants . This guideline applies to
long-term exposure (assumed to be equivalent to a one year averaging period)xx.

6.6.15

For other averaging periods, an illustrative sample of air quality standards from other
countries, for the protection of vegetation, are presented in Table 6.6.

xix

Qatalum have questioned the scientific basis of this draft guideline as a measure to protect human health; this
has been discussed previously in Section 6.3.

xx

Qatalum will submit a more comprehensive study on applicable international ambient HF criteria as a standalone document.
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Table 6.6 – Vegetation Air Quality Guidelines for Gaseous Fluorides (µg/m )
Averaging period

Country
24 hours

7 days

30 days

Annual

-

-

-

1.0

Norway (non-statutory guideline)

1.0

-

0.4

Japan

1.0

0.5

-

-

Texas, USA

2.9

1.7

1.0

-

Queensland, Australia

2.9

-

0.84

WHO

6.6.16

The standards / guidelines in Table 6.6 have been designed to protect specific / the most
sensitive receptors, usually plant species, and are devised so that the highest
concentrations are acceptable for only the shortest durations. This reflects the non-linear,
inverse relationship between atmospheric fluoride, duration of exposure and effects. It is
assumed that the “effects” being prevented, although not explicitly stated, are those of leaf
necrosis.

6.6.17

It should also be noted that the plants and soil types in the Mesaieed area are likely to be
quite different to those in the countries listed in Table 6.6; therefore, any assessment
against these standards should be regarded with caution. Furthermore, the standards are
assumed to relate to the lowest observed effect concentrations for sub-lethal effects of leaf
necrosis; thus, an exceedence of one or all of the above standards does not necessarily
imply that there would be severe loss of, or damage to, vegetation; perhaps just visible
damage to the most sensitive plants.

6.6.18

There is a greater degree of uncertainty relating to guidelines / standards for short
averaging periods (e.g. 7 day, 24 hour, 1 hour), particularly when they have been derived
with country specific sensitive species in mind, thus, this assessment only considers the
monthly and annual standards presented in Table 6.6 for comparison with the modelling
results.

6.6.19

The following two figures present contour plots, showing the modelled ground level
concentrations of hydrogen fluoride in the vicinity of the proposed Qatalum Site, for
monthly and annual averaging periods. These results have been derived from the air
dispersion modelling, which is described in detail in Appendix H.

6.6.20

The precise location of the contour lines and the location of sensitive species within the
modelled area should be interpreted with caution. There are various model uncertainties
and while every effort has been made to obtain reference material, estimating the
susceptibility of the local vegetation to airborne fluorides is very difficult and therefore
conservative estimates have been made where there are data gaps. The Figures
presented in this Section showing the locations of vegetation within particular contours
should therefore not be interpreted as an exact prediction of which areas will be affected if
the Qatalum facility is built. Rather the maps provide an indication of the order of
magnitude of the effects of emissions on the vegetation in the area surrounding MIC, for a
given set of conditions.
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6.6.21

Figure 6.18 presents the maximum monthly mean concentrations of hydrogen fluoride; the
contour lines show that the concentrations are above the non-statutory Norwegian
3
guideline of 0.4 µg/m across the majority of the Industrial Area. The modelled
concentrations in Community Area and much of the Industrial Area are below the
guidelines set in Texas (USA), Queensland (Australia) and the draft, non-statutory
Guideline proposed by MIC. Thus, vegetation and planting outside the Industrial Area are
not expected to be affected by the modelled maximum monthly average HF
concentrations.

6.6.22

Within the Industrial Area, the natural vegetation near the coast and the scrub plants to the
west and east of the site are generally not considered to be sensitive to hydrogen fluoride.
However, based on the non-statutory Norwegian guideline there may be some visible
damage to reeds, which are more sensitive than the coastal vegetation, at concentrations
3
above 0.4 µg/m .

6.6.23

The landscaping plants which are used in the Industrial Area alongside roads and offices
are, on the whole, tolerant species and are therefore unlikely to be affected by the
3
concentrations of between 0.4 and 2 µg/m which were modelled within the greater part of
the Industrial Area.

6.6.24

The trees planted along the road parallel to the south western site boundary may show
3
some signs of necrosis with concentrations of up to 10 µg/m over a small localised area
(less than 500 m). Although these trees are generally hardy, as implied by their existence
in an industrial zone and their tolerance of an arid, salty environment; based on the
modelled concentrations and the standards in Table 6.6, some impact (e.g. partial
defoliation) can not be ruled out.
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Figure 6.18 – Maximum Monthly Average HF Concentrations, µg/m
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Figure 6.19 – Maximum Annual Average HF Concentrations, µg/m
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6.6.25

Figure 6.19 presents the annual mean concentrations of hydrogen fluoride. The contour
3
lines show that the concentrations are below the WHO guideline of 1 µg/m across the
majority of the modelled area. Therefore, based on the modelled annual concentrations,
no damage is likely, even to the most sensitive plant species.

6.6.26

There is a very localised area close to the potrooms, within less than 600 m of the Main
3
Site south western boundary, where modelled concentrations are between 2 and 7 µg/m .
The trees planted in this area, along a small section of the road parallel to the south
western site boundary, may be susceptible to damage.
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6.6.27

HF emissions will be continuous throughout the operational life of the Qatalum Project.
The assessment indicates that the extent of the potential impact of fluoride emissions will
be limited to the immediate local area, in particular, to roadside plantings directly adjacent
to the site’s south western boundary within the MIC Industrial Area. The magnitude or
severity of the actual affects cannot be accurately quantified at this stage as the exact
sensitivities of the landscaped species are not known. It should be noted that both the air
quality dispersion modelling and the above impact assessment have been undertaken
based on a conservative approach. On the basis of the above, and in the absence of
mitigation / control measure, the impact of HF emissions on flora is anticipated to be
minor; however, as a further precaution and in light of various uncertainties, the impact
has been assigned as moderate.
Possible Mitigation / Control Methods

6.6.28

Fluoride emissions have been reduced so far as is possible through design of the plant
and through gas treatment systems. In addition, good operation controls and regular
maintenance and testing will ensure that emissions are further minimised.

6.6.29

Visual monitoring of the plant species / areas identified will be undertaken on a regular
basis during the first year of full operation by an individual who is trained to identify the
signs of damage from fluorides. The extent, frequency and reporting regime for the
monitoring should be agreed in advance with the MIC Authority / SCENR. A preliminary
monitoring plan for fluoride emissions and vegetation is presented in Chapter 8.

6.6.30

For signs of fluoride exposure to sensitive planting species, such as Aloe and the Canna
lily – which are both small plant species not essential in roadside landscaping, the simplest
course of action would be not to plant them in future, but to replace them with fluoride
tolerant species, when and where this is possible. In the event that damage is observed to
other species, the monitoring programme may be elaborated and further mitigation may be
required, such as replanting with more hardy / tolerant species.
Residual Impact

6.6.31

Without the results of the visual monitoring it is not possible to accurately determine the
residual significance of the impact of HF emission on flora in the vicinity of the site;
however, on the basis of the above this has been tentatively assigned a significance of
minor.
Operational Impact Assessment – Effect of SO2 Emissions

6.6.32

Sulphur dioxide is an important phytotoxic pollutant in industrial areas. It penetrates into
leaves primarily in gaseous form through the stomata. Under dark or drought conditions,
stomata are closed and resistance to gas uptake is very high giving the plant a very low
degree of susceptibility to injury. This is particularly so for mosses and lichens, which
unlike higher plants, do not have a protective cuticle so are extremely sensitive to this
pollutant; however these plants have not been recorded at MIC.
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6.6.33

The WHO has set a value of 10 to 30 µg/m (depending on vegetation type) as an annual
mean critical level for sulphur dioxide, based on effects on terrestrial vegetation. The
concentrations of sulphur dioxide that are critical for forest ecosystems and natural
3
vegetation have been estimated at 10-20 µg/m both as an annual mean and a half-year
3
(October-March) mean. For agricultural crops the critical level is 30 µg/m , both for annual
and half-year means. The most sensitive species are believed to be certain lichens, which
3
may be damaged at annual means as low as 10 µg/m . For the purposes of this
3
assessment, an average value of 20 µg/m will be used.

6.6.34

The soils of the Middle East were assigned to “Class 5” (see Figure 6.20), which is defined
64
by UNEP/RIVM as being insensitive to acid deposition. Therefore the effects on plants of
acid deposition to soil are not considered further within this impact assessment.
Figure 6.20 – The Global Distribution of Soil Sensitivity to Acid Deposition

6.6.35

A contour plot of modelled annual mean concentrations of sulphur dioxide is presented in
the Air Quality Assessment Section, in Figure 6.9. This figure illustrates the rapid decrease
in concentrations with increasing distance from the source. The contour lines show that
3
concentrations are below the WHO vegetation guideline of 20 µg/m across the majority of
the modelled area, including most of the MIC Industrial Area. Thus, it is considered
unlikely that there would be any damage to even the most sensitive natural or planted
species in the MIC Community and Industrial Areas.

6.6.36

There is a limited area close to the south western Qatalum Site boundary where modelled
3
concentrations approach the WHO vegetation guideline of 20 µg/m . Taking into account
background concentrations, the trees planted along the road parallel to this boundary may
show some signs of damage; however, given that they are already growing in an arid
industrial setting, and that under drought conditions, resistance of plants to uptake is very
high, there are not expected to be significant effects.
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6.6.37

SO2 emissions will be continuous throughout the operational life of the Qatalum Project.
The assessment indicates that the extent of any potential impact of SO2 emissions will be
localised to the roadside planting immediately adjacent to the site’s south western
boundary within the Industrial Area. The magnitude or severity of the actual affects can not
be quantified at this stage. It should be noted that both the air quality dispersion modelling
and the above impact assessment have been undertaken based on a conservative
approach. On the basis of the above, the impact of SO2 emissions on flora is anticipated to
be negligible to minor.
Mitigation and Residual Impact

6.6.38

The main source of SO2 emissions from the process has been reduced by 90% through
the selection of a seawater scrubbing gas treatment system. The efficiency of the scrubber
has been optimised so far as is possible within the constraints relating to the amount of
seawater that can be discharged (and hence used) in this process.

6.6.39

As for the potential effects of HF, visual monitoring of vegetation will be undertaken to
determine whether any damage is caused. In the event that damage is observed or
suspected, the monitoring programme may be elaborated and further mitigation, such as
replanting with more hardy / tolerant species will be considered.

6.6.40

On the basis of the above and the predicted impact significance, no further mitigation
techniques are considered necessary.
Operational Impact Assessment – Minor Impacts (Noise and Dust)

6.6.41

Noise has the potential to disturb fauna, particularly during breeding seasons. Although no
significant species or numbers of mammals, reptiles or invertebrates were observed at or
around, the site; birds use the reedbed area and part of the lagoon near the Original Port
Area. Noise generation during operation is inevitable, continuous and will last for the
operational lifespan of the Project; however, the noise assessment (see Section 6.7) has
determined that operation of the facilities is unlikely to result in any breeches of the Qatari
noise standards and will have only an imperceptible effect upon existing noise levels in the
area. On this basis, the impact of operational noise on the terrestrial environment is
considered to be negligible.

6.6.42

Dust deposition, resulting for example from material handling activities, has the potential to
smother flora. Dust generation during operation of the plant has been minimised through
design (e.g. covered conveyors), emissions control (baghouses in dusty process areas)
and will be further controlled through the environmental management system (EMS).
Furthermore, as noted above, there is no particularly significant flora in the vicinity of the
site and the vegetation that does exist is already exposed to relatively high concentrations
of wind blown dust, due to other construction activities and the widespread and heavily
disturbed desert surface in this region of Qatar; thus this impact is considered to be of
negligible significance.
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Operational Impact Assessment – Non-Typical Operation
6.6.43

Activities related to process upset conditions have not been specifically addressed but are
not considered likely to result in any impacts that are of a significantly greater magnitude
than those experienced during typical plant operation. In addition, process upset
conditions are unlikely, temporary events of limited duration, thus further reducing the
significance of potential impacts.
Construction Impact Assessment – Impacts on Habitats, Fauna and Flora

6.6.44

None of the habitats or areas within the proposed Qatalum Site or in the vicinity of the site
has legal status as a protected area, nor are they nominated for inclusion as Biosphere
Reserves under UNESCO’s programme. However the reedbed, based on its condition
over 10 years ago, was one of five sites in Qatar listed in the Directory of Wetlands in the
47
Middle East .

6.6.45

There is no agreed national habitat classification system for Qatar to form the basis of
determining scarce plant communities or habitats that are under threat and against which
the significance of vegetation impacts from the project can be assessed. The Qatar
65
“National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan” recognises a number of terrestrial
vegetation communities and notes that there are 371 species of flowering plants. The
document states that “the terrestrial ecosystems of Qatar are under pressure however
background information is generally lacking” and that “lack of sufficient awareness about
biodiversity and the importance of wild flora and fauna is considered a genuine threat to
the survival of these species in the future”.
Presence of the Aluminium Plant and Associated Facilities (Land-take) – Impacts on
Habitat and Flora

6.6.46

The construction of the plant will result in the permanent loss of terrestrial habitat as a
result of the presence of the Aluminium Plant and associated facilities (e.g. Power Plant,
Service Corridor and Port Area).

6.6.47

As noted above (paragraph 6.6.10) and in Section 5.7 and Appendix E) the majority of the
vegetation in MIC area is limited in extent and diversity; three “natural” plant communities
were identified at or close to the site; the vegetation of coastal sands (mostly of halophyte
species); reedbed vegetation (associated with treated effluent from the adjacent MIC
sewage treatment plant) and the vegetation fringing the reedbed (grasses and
chenopods).

6.6.48

Of these the most notable is the reedbed (see Figure 5.8 and Figure 6.17); man-made
inland water bodies such as these have been identified as being of potential local
importance for wildlife such as invertebrates and birds (see below). This is an artificially
created habitat, and there is evidence to show that it is drying out and that is has already
reduced in size. Nevertheless it is a rare habitat in Qatar and is valuable as a habitat in its
own right (providing habitat diversity within an area largely devoid of other vegetation). As
a result of the Qatalum Project, less than half of the overall reedbed area will be
permanently lost. On the basis of the above, it is considered that the impact on this habitat
will be of moderate significance and possible mitigation measures have been suggested
below.
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6.6.49

The construction of the Service Corridor for the Original Port concept, along the southeast
and southwest edges of the lagoon will result in the loss of a small area of intertidal habitat
and shallow sub-tidal areas. Given the small area involved and the limited species
numbers and diversity observed in this location it is anticipated that this will be result in an
impact of negligible significance.

6.6.50

The impact on the habitat and vegetation in the remaining Project Areas is considered to
be of negligible significance, on the basis that this consists of mostly of sparse
vegetation, with low species diversity, and which is similar to many other areas within
Mesaieed and Qatar. It was noted that the coastal sands vegetation that would be lost
along the service corridor under the Alternative Port concept is relatively dense and in
good condition; however its value is reduced since it constitutes just an isolated pocket
falling within an area that is already heavily industrialised. Should any semi-natural
vegetation be required within the Desert Park proposed under the MIC Community Area
Master Plan; this could provide a “free” source of planting material for MIC to collect when
the service corridor is cleared.
Reedbed Habitat Loss Mitigation and Residual Impact

6.6.51

The nature and scale of the Qatalum Project and the ongoing industrial development at
MIC would make on-site mitigation and compensation measures extremely difficult to
design and implement. Therefore, the approach taken in this assessment has been to
suggest measures which could be supported by financial contributions from Qatalum. Any
measures taken forward should be discussed and agreed with SCENR and designed and
implemented by a professional ecological conservation body. In light of this, the mitigation
measures outlined below are suggested as measures to which financial contributions
could be made in order to compensate for the adverse ecological impacts of the project.

6.6.52

It should be noted that the existing reedbed is already receiving less water than in
previous years from the MIC sewage treatment plant and this will result in longer term
impacts on the reedbed, irrespective of the Qatalum Project. The reduced water supply is
likely to result in further drying out of the reedbed area (i.e. size reduction) and a
corresponding change in vegetation / habitat type. Nevertheless, some form of
compensatory measure, for the loss of the reedbed that is attributable to the Qatalum
Project, is recommended.

6.6.53

An area of reedbed of similar size could be created at another location in Qatar, but it is
recognised that other biodiversity-related actions could also be evaluated, in close
discussion with SCENR. For example, the Qatalum Project could enter into a dialogue with
SCENR in relation to contributing to the mapping and evaluation of terrestrial ecosystems
in Qatar, in order to provide a better framework for both conservatuion efforts and
environmental impact assessments. It is reasonable to argue that a package of two or
three smaller measures, that assist with general biodiversity conservation in Qatar, may be
more helpful then a single, larger investment in creating a replacement wetland.

6.6.54

Any agreed compensation should relate to biodiversity conservation (and not other
environmental improvements, for example waste management) and ideally should include
some provision for habitat that is ecologically equivalent to that being lost e.g. a wetland
conservation and or enhancement programme. Specific compensation measures would
need to be designed by ecological professionals, to ensure that they are appropriate.
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6.6.55

Since less than half of the reedbed is within the proposed Qatalum site boundary, the
remaining half will not be permanently lost. Appropriate management of the remaining
reedbed could improve what remains; however, the responsibility for this and the
management of this area would naturally have to be taken on by MIC.

6.6.56

Assuming that an appropriate and equivalent method of compensation can be agreed, and
implemented successfully, it is anticipated that the residual impact on the reedbed (habitat
loss) would be reduced to minor, or even negligible.
Presence of the Aluminium Plant and Associated Facilities (Land-take) – Impact on Birds

6.6.57

There is evidence to suggest that the present day reedbed (previously recorded as Umm
Said Pools) has declined as a resource for wintering waterbird populations since the
1990s. Minimal use of this wetland area by waterbirds was observed during the 2006
winter survey. Progressive drying out of the reedbed is considered to be one factor
responsible for this. The reedbed is now probably of higher value for wintering passerine
species, breeding species and passage migrants, as similar sized areas of semi-natural
habitat are rare in Qatar, and small birds tend to be attracted to areas of cover where food
and shelter are available. The loss of less than 50% of the overall reedbed will reduce the
area available as seasonal habitat for these species. It is considered that, in the absence
of the above mitigation measures, the impact on this habitat will be adverse and will be of
moderate significance.

6.6.58

The mitigation measures outlined above for reedbed habitat loss, would also provided
mitigation for the potential affects on reedbed birds and the residual impact would
decrease to minor if the above measures were to be implemented.

6.6.59

For coastal / waterbirds; of the 11 bird species ‘at risk’ in Qatar none were identified
during the ecological surveys or in the vicinity of the Original Port Area; however, a small
number of ground-nesting bird species are considered likely to breed in the vicinity of
Original Port Area, e.g. Kentish plover, and will be subject to permanent habitat loss as a
result of constructing the Service Corridor for the Original Port concept. The quality and
area of habitat and the number of individuals affected are considered to be poor, so the
adverse impact is considered to be of negligible to minor significance.

6.6.60

Given the low significance of this impact, specific mitigation measures are not considered
compulsory solely for the protection of bird species. Irrespective of this, the presence of
nesting birds should be checked prior to construction of the Original Port concept.

65
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Presence of the Aluminium Plant and Associated Facilities (Land-take) – Impacts on NonAvian Fauna
6.6.61

The loss of habitat through land-take can also impact on non-avian terrestrial fauna. No
mammals were observed during the Ecological Survey or site walkovers, but MIC supports
at least three native mammal species, most of which are likely to be widespread and
locally common in Qatar. These include Red Fox, Cape or Brown Hare and Sunderville’s
Jird. Feral cat and feral dog may also be present. Red Fox and Cape Hare both have wide
world ranges. The range for Sundevall’s Jird extends across North Africa and the Arabian
Peninsula to Afghanistan and Pakistan. This species was not recorded in the study area
for the Qatalum project, but has been recorded in the area during a previous study.
Previous studies of the area also indicate that snakes and lizards, such as the spiny tailed
lizard, could be present in the study area, but none have been observed.

6.6.62

The construction of the proposed Qatalum plant will result in the permanent loss of habitat
for these species, should they be present. It is likely that any neighbouring habitats would
already have resident populations of the same species and would be unable to absorb
successfully the displaced population. Thus, there would be little purpose in re-locating the
mammals and reptiles that are losing their habitat – unless there was a suitable receptor
site available (e.g. the planned Desert Park). Since the quality of habitat affected is
considered to be generally poor, the impact is considered to be of negligible to minor
significance.

6.6.63

The loss of terrestrial habitat and associated fauna is an unavoidable consequence of the
proposed development. No specific mitigation is required as the habitats and species likely
to be affected are believed to be common and widespread within Qatar.
Presence of the Construction Camp and Dewatering Area – Impacts on Habitat and Flora
and Fauna

6.6.64

The presence of the construction workers accommodation camp and dewatering area for
dredge materials (see Figure 3.5) will also result in the loss of terrestrial habitat. However,
these areas were found to be essentially devoid of vegetation. Thus impact on the habitat
and vegetation / fauna in the area is considered to be of negligible significance.
Presence and Use of the Dewatering Area for Dredged Materials – Impacts on Avian
Fauna

6.6.65

Dredge run-off water would enter the sea to the north of the Gabbro Causeway, broadly at
the location of the alluvial fan, resulting in the potential for increased sedimentation of this
area. The seagrass and other habitats in this area that provide feeding grounds for birds
could potentially become smothered by sediment deposited from the run-off (as discussed
previously in Section 6.5). However, the results of the wintering bird survey indicate that
the areas further to the north of MIC are more valuable to wintering birds than those found
at the remains of the open bay to the north of the Gabbro Berth Causeway, which has
deeper water with less inter-tidal habitat.
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6.6.66

The construction Contractor will be responsible for the control of sediment content in the
run-water and for producing an environmental management plan, prior to dredging works,
to prevent and minimise potential environmental impacts. On the assumption that the
Contractor’s plans to control environmental impacts are sufficient and robust, and given
that the adjacent coastal areas to the north are understood to be more valuable to
wintering birds, the impact has been tentatively assigned as having a negligible to minor
significance and no further mitigation is considered necessary.
Site Preparation / General Construction Activities

6.6.67

It is possible that site preparation and general construction activities have some adverse
impact on the vegetation adjacent to the site, in particular the adjoining reedbed, through
disturbance of the land surface. The Contractor(s) will be required to produce a preconstruction environmental management plan, which will provide details of the measures
that will be implemented to ensure minimal disturbance to nearby areas. The duration of
any such disturbance will be short term and, assuming that re-establishment of disturbed
vegetation can occur, any impacts would be temporary. However, as a certain level of
disturbance is inevitable, and given the proximity of the remainder of the reed bed, the
significance of this impact has been assigned as minor.

6.6.68

On the assumption that the Contractor’ plans to control environmental impacts are
sufficient and robust, no further mitigation is considered necessary.

6.6.69

Other general construction activities with the potential to result in impacts are noise and
dust generation, both of which are unavoidable to a certain extent.

6.6.70

Generation of noise can result in disturbance of fauna, particularly during breeding
seasons. Although no significant species or numbers of mammals, reptiles or invertebrates
were observed at, or around, the Project areas, birds use the reedbed area and part of the
lagoon near the Original Port concept area. Any bird s present would be expected to move
elsewhere (on a temporary basis) should the area be unduly affected by noise. The only
exception to this could be if a noisy event occurred during the breeding season when
flightless chicks were present in nests. However, the areas in the vicinity of the site that
could be affected noise have not been identified as being of key importance as a breeding
site for birds, and, in any event, any effects posed by a noticeably loud noise would be
relatively short-lived.

6.6.71

Noise generation during construction is inevitable; however, it is short term relative to
operational noise, with the noisiest incidents occurring infrequently and over a limited
duration. The noise assessment (see Section 6.7 below) has determined that construction
of the facilities is unlikely to result in any breeches of the Qatari daytime noise standards
and that noise levels at the nearest receptors will not be unduly different to those currently
experience. In addition, the Contractor(s) will be required to produce an environmental
management plan, demonstrating what measures will be in place to keep construction
noise to a minimum. On the basis of all of the above, the impact of construction noise on
the terrestrial environment is considered to be negligible.
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6.6.72

Dust deposition, resulting for example from site preparation, vehicle movements and
material handling activities, has the potential to smother flora. The Contractor(s) will be
required to produce an environmental management plan, demonstrating what measures
will be in place to manage and control construction dust emissions. Furthermore, as noted
above, there is no particularly significant flora in the vicinity of the site areas and the
vegetation that does exist is already acclimatised to relatively high concentrations of wind
blown dust due to the arid desert nature of the existing surroundings. Like noise, dust
generation (and subsequent deposition) during construction is short term, with any
incidents occurring infrequently and over a limited duration. On the basis of all of the
above, the impact of construction dust on the terrestrial environment is considered to be
negligible.
Commissioning

6.6.73

Commissioning is not expected to result in any impacts on terrestrial ecology that are any
different / worse that those associated with construction / operation of the facility and
hence these have not been specifically addressed.

6.7

NOISE
Introduction

6.7.1

A noise assessment has been carried out to predicted noise levels at the nearest
residential / commercial receiver locations (~ 3 km distant) and at the site boundary for
operational and construction activities. Employee noise exposure has also been assessed
and is addressed in Section 6.11 below. The full details of the assessment are provided in
Appendix F, Chapter 2 and summarised below. The assessment of noise impacts on
marine and terrestrial ecological receptors is presented in Sections 6.5 and 6.6
respectively.

6.7.2

Noise level prediction has been based on standard acoustic theory, relating to
hemispherical noise spreading and including terms that take account of the area of
radiating surfaces and the acoustic transmission loss of buildings. No account has been
taken of sound absorption in the air, so that the predicted noise levels at large distances
from the plant are likely to represent a “worst” case situation.
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6.7.3

In addition to the main construction and operational noise sources discussed further
below, some noise generation will occur as a result of additional traffic (land based
vehicles and ships) that will be required to transport materials and workers to the site.
Insufficient information is available at this time to enable meaningful noise predictions to
be undertaken; however, these noise sources are not expected to result in significant
noise levels relative to general construction or operational activities. The road system and
shipping lanes into MIC are already reasonably well trafficked and it is not considered
likely that the noise associated any additional traffic will be discernable above that already
experienced. In addition, there are no houses or noise sensitive areas in the immediate
vicinity of the main roads to the site, or the port(s), and thus there would be no significant
vehicular noise impact to human receptors Nonetheless, traffic noise shall be minimised
so far as is possible in that vehicles owned by, or under the control of, Qatalum and its
Contractors shall be well maintained, driven within the relevant speed limits and with due
consideration to neighbouring areas. Thus, vehicle noise from transportation is considered
to result in an impact of negligible significance and this has not been considered further.
Underwater noise from dredging activities could impact marine fauna and this has been
considered further in Section 6.5 above.
Operational Noise Predictions

6.7.4

Operational noise level predictions have been largely based upon noise measurements
made available by Hydro. The measurements were taken within other, similar, facilities.
Although the detailed plant design, and in particular the form of buildings, will be
somewhat different at the Qatar site, the measured internal noise levels in close proximity
to the various noise sources are expected to be comparable.

6.7.5

Noise levels at the nearest residential receiver location and at the site boundary have
been predicted for each of the identified major noise sources or buildings on the site. The
main sources of noise during operation will be associated with:

6.7.6

•

potroom building (Reduction Plant) – radiation from the potline buildings, the
potline workshop, forced suction fans, Fume Treatment Plants and the rectifiers
located at the southern end of each potline building;

•

Carbon Plant – Bake Plant and storage buildings, the Paste Plant and the Fume
Treatment Plant;

•

Anode Service Area – Electrolyte Treatment Plant and Rodding plant;

•

Casthouse – fluxing area and main buildings;

•

Power Plant – generator sets; and

•

ship unloaders.

The combined predicted total of all the operational noise sources, as listed above, is
summarised in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 – Residential Noise Levels due to the Whole Plant
Noise Source

dBLAeq Noise Level

Potrooms and Associate Plant

27

Carbon Plant

33

Anode Service Plant

31

Casthouse

30

Power Station

33

Ship Unloaders

<15

Total Plant Noise

38

Operational Noise Assessment
6.7.7

Table 6.7 indicates that the operation of the Qatalum Project will produce noise levels of
no more than the upper 30s dBLAeq at the nearest residential areas. These levels are
substantially lower than those currently experienced and satisfy the SCENR night time
noise standard of 45 dBLAeq. The currently experienced ambient night time level of about
48 dBLAeq (due to all existing sources) will increase by less than 1 dBLAeq as a result of the
Qatalum Project operational noise. Figure 6.21 illustrates the approximate locations of
45 dBLAeq and 50 dBLAeq predicted operational noise contours.

6.7.8

Due to the slightly greater distance, operational noise levels in the nearest part of the
commercial area will be typically 1 or 2 dBLAeq lower than the residential noise levels
shown in Table 6.7, and will therefore satisfy the SCENR standards for this type of area,
which are set 10 dB(A) higher than for residential areas.

6.7.9

Noise levels along the site boundaries, especially at pedestrian ear level, will be most
influenced by those noise sources closest to the boundary, rather than by more distant
sources that will be partially screened by intervening buildings and facilities. This is
particularly true along most of the western boundary where Potroom 1 and its associated
forced suction fans will be the main sources. At the southern end of the western boundary
the Potroom rectifiers will also influence the local boundary noise level. Noise levels along
the Aluminium Plant site boundary are predicted to vary between 62 dBLAeq and 67 dBLAeq.

6.7.10

Noise levels in the vicinity of the Power Station boundary will be governed by the amount
of noise control applied, principally in the form of standard acoustic enclosures, to the
noisier sources such as the turbines and generators. Noise levels on that section of the
northern boundary closest to the gas turbines are likely to be in the mid 60s dBLAeq.
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Figure 6.21 – Approximate Locations of 45 and 50 dBLAeq Operational Noise Contours
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Operational Noise Summary
6.7.11

A summary of the predicted noise levels at each receptor area are presented below, along
with the Qatari standards and existing noise level data.
Table 6.8 – Noise Survey Results Summary
Existing
Noise Levels
(dBLAeq)

Predicted
Qatalum
Noise Levels
(dBLAeq)

Overall
Predicted
Noise Levels
(dBLAeq)

SCENR
standarda
dB(A)

Residential areas

52

~38

~52

55

Commercial

55

<38

~55

65

Industrial

<70

62-67

71-72

75

Residential areas

48

~38

~48

45

Commercial

47

<38

<48

55

Industrial

<70

62-67

71-72

75

Daytime

Night time

Notes
a

Maximum noise limits (20 minutes average) outside the property boundary. Night time is defined as
22:00 – 04:00.

6.7.12

Table 6.8 and Figure 6.21 indicate that the Qatari daytime noise standards are unlikely to
be breached as a direct result of the Qatalum Project. The Qatari night time standard for
residential areas is already exceeded at a limited number of areas within the MIC
Community Area, as a result of the influence of localised noise sources; however, the
operational noise from the Qatalum Project will have an imperceptible effect (less than
1 dBLAeq) upon existing night time levels. Noise impacts from typical operation of the plant
will be continuous and will last for the life span of the plant. The extent of impacts will be
limited to the local (MIC) area. On the basis of the above operational noise impacts are
anticipated to be minor.

6.7.13

Activities related to process upset conditions have not been specifically addressed but are
not considered likely to result in any impacts that are of a significantly greater magnitude
than those experienced during typical plant operation. In addition, process upset
conditions are unlikely, temporary events of limited duration.
Construction Noise Predictions and Assessment

6.7.14

At this stage in the design process comparatively little confirmed information is available
regarding the construction methods, itinerary of plant / vehicles and detailed breakdown of
the construction programme. The chosen Contractor(s) is expected to define the precise
methods of working, the numbers and types of equipment to be used and the construction
sequence for the various areas of the site.
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6.7.15

For the purpose of this assessment, estimates have been made based on the typical
noisiest equipment that is likely to be used considering the scale and nature of the
activities involved. The construction plant noise database contained in British Standard
66
(BS) 5228 , supplemented where appropriate from other sources, such as manufacturers
data, has been used as the basis for construction equipment / plant sound power levels.
The BS noise data of actual working plant were collected several years ago, so is likely to
represent a worst case scenario as it does not account for recent advances in noise
control technology.

6.7.16

The main stage of construction that will result in noise generation is ground works, which
be divided into :
•

dredging, site raising, levelling and consolidation, including the import of hardcore;
and

•

foundation works, including piling and building slab construction.

6.7.17

The subsequent building construction phase is likely to be inherently quieter than ground
works, and installation of the main items of plant within the completed buildings is likely to
generate comparatively little noise.

6.7.18

Construction noise levels at receptors are usually expressed in terms of the energyaverage dBLAeq level during the working day. This level will be principally governed by the
number and type of equipment items, their workings “on-time” percentages and distances
from receiver locations. Table 6.9 contains the basis of the noise predictions and the
results. The “Partial LAeq” values relate to the specified plant and the “Total LAeq” values to
the combination of all plant/equipment, assumed to be working simultaneously.
Table 6.9 – Construction Noise Levels (dBLAeq) at Nearest Residential Area
Plant/Equipment Item

LWA

No. of
Plant

% Ontime

Distance
Range (km)

Partial
LAeq

Total
LAeq

Land Reclamation/ Ground Work
Tracked Excavators

115

4

75

3.8-2.7

29-33

Scrapers

123

2

50

3.8-2.7

32-36

Dozers

117

4

75

3.8-2.7

31-35

Compactor Rammers

117

5

75

3.8-2.7

32-36

Miscellaneous Plant

Various

various

Various

various

29-33

All plant operating simultaneously

38-42

Foundation Works
Hydraulic Vibratory driver

118

2

75

3.8-2.7

29-33

Double Acting air hammer

122

2

50

3.8-2.7

31-35

Drop Hammer (steel casing)

118

2

25

3.8-2.7

24-28

Drop Hammer (concrete piles)

116

2

25

3.8-2.7

22-26

various

various

Various

various

26-30

Miscellaneous Plant
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Plant/Equipment Item

LWA

No. of
Plant

% Ontime

Distance
Range (km)

Partial
LAeq

All plant operating simultaneously

Total
LAeq
35-38

General Construction
Site Forklift trucks

116

4

25

3.8-2.7

25-29

Diesel Generators

110

5

100

3.8-2.7

26-30

Water pumps

105

5

100

3.8-2.7

21-25

Riveters

123

5

75

3.8-2.7

38-42

various

various

Various

various

23-27

Miscellaneous Plant
All plant operating simultaneously

39-42

Construction Noise Assessment
6.7.19

Table 6.9 indicates that all the construction activities will produce noise levels of no more
than the low 40s dBLAeq at the nearest residential areas. These dBLAeq levels are
substantially lower than those currently experienced during both the daytime and night
time periods, and thus will have no measurable effect upon existing noise levels. The MIC
commercial area is slightly further from the Qatalum Site; as a result, construction noise
levels at the nearest part of this area will be typically 1 or 2 dBLAeq lower than the predicted
noise levels shown in Table 6.9.

6.7.20

Construction noise levels experienced at the site boundary will be higher than those in the
MIC Community Area and will depend more on the precise location of the construction
activity within the site. By way of illustration, noise levels were predicted at the nearest
boundary to each of the main process plant buildings for pilling activities for a selection of
three rig types, assuming that two piling rigs operate simultaneously. The results of the
prediction indicate that construction noise levels on the boundary to the site are unlikely to
exceed 70 dBLAeq for any significant period during the construction phase.
Construction Noise Summary

6.7.21

As discussed in Section 2.6, the same noise standards that apply to operational activities
also apply to construction noise, thus the predicted constrction noise levels have been
4
compared to the Qatari daytime ambient noise criteria and the existing area noise levels.
Table 6.10 – Comparison of Predicted Noise Levels to Standards
Existing Noise Levels
Ambient (dBLAeq)

Predicted Noise Level
Ambient (dBLAeq)

SCENR standard4
dB(A)

Residential areas

52

<42

55

Commercial

55

<40

65

Industrial

<70

<71

75
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6.7.22

The construction noise assessment indicates that noise levels during the entire
construction programme are unlikely to exceed about 40 dBLAeq in the nearest residential
and commercial areas. Noise levels at the site boundary are unlikely to be more than
about 70 dBLAeq. Construction noise levels will therefore satisfy the Qatari daytime general
noise standard.

6.7.23

Noise impacts during construction will be short-term relative to those from operation (i.e.
they will not exceed the duration of the construction period). The noisiest activities will be
planned to occur during the daytime and will be infrequent and of limited duration. Impacts
will be limited to the local area (within MIC).

6.7.24

Activities related to commissioning have not been specifically addressed but are not
considered likely to result in any impacts that are of a significantly greater magnitude than
those experienced during construction or typical plant operation. In addition,
commissioning is a temporary event of limited duration.

6.7.25

On the basis of the above, construction and commissioning noise impacts experienced
within the MIC area are anticipated to be of negligible to minor significance.
Recommendations

6.7.26

As the result of the noise assessment, and in line with general good practice, a number of
recommendations have been made, as follows:
Operation

6.7.27

Safe and responsible practices will be developed and implemented through the Qatalum
EMS, it is anticipated that noise controls will include, but will not be limited to:
•

a programme of employee induction/education, regarding the need for/use
of/maintenance of hearing protection devices, should be instigated;

•

periodic (perhaps annual) repeat of perimeter noise survey should be undertaken
to help identify any deterioration in plant noise controls and to inform remedial
actions;

•

consideration should be given to regular repeat audiology tests for most exposed
workers; and

•

audiology tests should be conducted when workers leave employment, and
compared with pre-employment tests, to help gauge any hearing loss and the
likelihood of compensation claims.

Construction Phase
6.7.28

The construction Contractor(s) will be responsible for developing an Environmental
Management Plans (EMPs), which will include noise and occupational noise exposure.
The following points merely provide examples of what might be included in the
Contractor(s) EMP(s).
•

all equipment should be fitted with effective silencers and be operated as
intended; sound-reducing covers should be kept closed when the plant is working;
all plant should be throttled back or turned off when not in use;
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•

stationary equipment, especially if working continuously at night, should be
located and/or screened as appropriate from potentially noise sensitive directions;

•

all equipment should be well and regularly maintained so as to minimise
mechanical wear and consequent increases in noise emissions;

•

liaison should be maintained with the managers of neighbouring facilities,
especially when there is a programmed change in the phase of work – for
example, prior to piling or other impulsively noisy activity;

•

a simplified construction noise assessment should be conducted prior to start of
work on any potentially noisy phase (e.g. piling), the assessment should utilise
noise source data for the actual plant to be used; and

•

in the event that any construction activities are planned that can not comply with
normal regulatory limits, relevant parties (e.g. the MIC Authority) should be prenotified.

Commissioning

6.8

•

near-field noise measurement checks should be conducted against specifications
for individual supplied items of plant; and

•

verification of hearing protection zones should be undertaken.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Introduction

6.8.1

This Section presents an evaluation of waste management issues as they pertain to the
construction, commissioning and operational phases of the Qatalum Project. A description
of the existing waste management infrastructure within MIC has been provided in Section
5.10. This Section provides a description of the Project waste management issues, along
with a summary of the plans and systems which will be put in place during each of the
Project stages to manage waste and, ultimately, minimise potential environmental impacts.
Construction / Commissioning Waste

6.8.2

A provisional list of the waste streams likely to be generated during the construction /
commissioning stage of the Qatalum Project is presented in Table 6.11 overleaf. The
waste streams have been classified as either Hazardous or Non-hazardous according to
the following definitions provided in the Environmental Guidelines & Environmental
Protection Criteria for Mesaieed Industrial Area (version 1, July 1996), which are based on
the Basel Convention of 1989:
•

non-hazardous – any wastes that are not hazardous and can be classified as
municipal and inert wastes:
municipal wastes include garbage, refuse, office wastes and other
materials resulting from operations of residential, commercial and
municipal, institutional establishments and from community activities,
- inert wastes are neither biodegradable nor chemically active in the natural
environment such as glass, masonry etc;
hazardous – those wastes which, by virtue of their concentration of constituents
and characteristics (e.g. ignitability, corrosiveness, reactivity, toxicity, mutageneity,
-

•
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radioactivity etc) pose a hazard to human or environmental health and well being if
improperly managed. Any solid waste for which extract concentrations exceeds
the USEPA leachate concentration limit for toxicity of a particular species will be
considered toxic and therefore classified as hazardous. In case of doubt on waste
classification, a leachate test is required to determine the hazardous nature of a
particular waste stream. This will determine the appropriate waste disposal
options available.
6.8.3

The construction activities that will generate significant wastes are principally foundation
work and erection of superstructures. However, wastes will be produced during
construction from other sources such as excavated soil, formwork, waste concrete, excess
steel reinforcement, packaging for plant and materials and domestic waste from the
construction workforce. The nature and quantities of general construction wastes that will
be generated will be typical of similar industrial developments.

6.8.4

The list of waste arisings in Table 6.11 includes contaminated soil/sand from the
construction site; however, it should be noted that the site has not previously been
developed and there is no reason to believe significant contamination is present. Any
contamination is likely to arise due to spillages during construction. It is therefore likely to
be relatively minor and will be limited by the implementation of spillage control procedures
during construction works.
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Table 6.11 – Waste Streams Generated During Construction / Commissioning
Source

Estimated
Frequency

Estimated
Quantities

Preferred Disposal
Route

Disposal Site

Soil/Sand (contaminated)

Groundworks / excavation

As required

TBC

Treatment & recycling
or landfill

TBC

Domestic sewage sludge

Worker housing, kitchen/washrooms etc.

Daily/continuous

TBC

Treatment

MIC STP

Paints, oils, solvents etc

General construction activities

Daily/continuous

TBC

Treatment & recycling

TBC

Batteries (lead acid, Ni, Cd etc)

Site maintenance

Monthly

TBC

Treatment and recycling

TBC

Medical wastes (sharps, dressings, etc.)

Operation of plant first aid and treatment rooms

Monthly

TBC

Treatment

TBC

Concrete

General construction activities

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Soil/Sand (uncontaminated)

Groundworks/excavation

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Scrap metal

Off-cuts, steel wrapping etc

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Timber

Pallets, packaging, off-cuts etc

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Cabling

Building services

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Packaging (cardboard, paper, plastic,
polystyrene etc)

Goods delivered to construction site, operational
plant, construction camp etc.

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Glass

Construction camp and workforce residences

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Aluminium cans

Construction camp and workforce residences

Daily/continuous

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Compostible wastes (vegetables, salads,
green wastes etc)

Construction camp, workforce residences and
landscaping/groundworks

Daily/continuous

TBC

Composting

TBC

General wastes (food, paper, cans etc)

Canteen, offices, construction camp etc

Daily/continuous

TBC

Landfill

MMWDS

Waste stream Description
Hazardous Wastes

Non- Hazardous Wastes

Notes: TBC – to be confirmed
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Construction Waste Management Plan
6.8.5

During the construction phase, Project-generated waste will be managed, up to its
disposal, according to the Project Construction Waste Management Plan (CWMP). The
Contractor(s) will be responsible for producing the CWMP; however, key aspects of the
Plan are anticipated to include the following:
•

waste will be segregated and stored according to type (e.g. Inert, Non-hazardous
and Hazardous – ignitable, corrosive, reactive, toxic, radioactive, bio-hazardous,
etc);

•

the wastes will be stored in suitable containers, clearly marked according to
contents; hazardous wastes will be stored in a safe secure area where storage
containers can be inspected for leaks or deterioration;

•

wherever possible wastes should be re-used or recycled;

•

municipal waste (domestic garbage and food waste) will be collected on a daily
basis and disposed of at MMWDS;

•

non-hazardous solid waste will be transported on a daily basis and also disposed
of at MMWDS;

•

hazardous waste will be securely stored until such time that the MHWTC facility
becomes operational;

•

a waste consignment note system will be adopted for the transfer if waste
materials; and

•

training requirements relating to non-hazardous waste management, hazardous
materials management and spill prevention and reporting.

6.8.6

A proposed, draft CWMP is presented in Appendix K; this will be developed and finalised
following the appointment of Qatalum’s principal Contractor(s). However, the plan, even in
its present state, gives a clear indication of how wastes will be managed throughout the
Project’s construction phase.

6.8.7

Qatalum will regularly audit its Contractor(s), and Sub-Contractors, throughout the Project
construction phase to ensure compliance with the requirements of the CWMP.
Demobilization

6.8.8

At the end of the Project, temporary laydown areas, waste storage areas, office buildings,
etc will be disassembled and removed from site. Rubbish and excess materials will be
reused, recycled or disposed of as appropriate.
Assessment of Construction Waste

6.8.9

The CWMP, once fully developed, should provide an effective framework for waste
management during the Project’s construction phase, due to clear definition of housekeeping practices, storage and labelling requirements, disposal routes, record keeping,
and suchlike. Responsibility for the management of waste will primarily be the
responsibility of the principal design and build Contractor, but his performance in this
regard will be regularly reviewed by Qatalum, and corrective measures implemented, if
required.
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6.8.10

The vast majority of the waste material produced during the Project’s construction phase
will be non-hazardous in nature. The existing waste disposal facility within MIC, the
MMWDS, is licensed for the disposal of this waste and thus represents a secure disposal
route.

6.8.11

The principal construction waste management issue for the Project potentially relates to
the disposal of hazardous wastes. This is because there are not any hazardous waste
disposal/treatment facilities currently in operation within MIC. However, the new MHWTC
is due to be operational by early 2007, which will enable its use during construction of the
Qatalum Project.
Operational Waste

6.8.12

A provisional list of the waste streams likely to be generated during the operational phase
of the Qatalum Project is presented in Table 6.12. As for construction waste, the waste
streams have been classified as either Hazardous or Non-hazardous.
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Table 6.12 – Waste Streams Generated During the Operational Phase of the Project
Waste Stream Description

Source

Estimated Quantities (t/y)

Preferred Disposal Option /
Route

Disposal Site
(where
applicable)

Spent Pot Lining (SPL) – carbon and refractory bricks
impregnated with F, Na and CN

Reduction plant

15,000
(not produced until after first
4 years of operation)

Temporary on site storage
followed by treatment / disposal
(potential re-use)

TBC

Floor sweepings and fluorinated wastes, carbon dust and
filter bags (mainly sand, C, F, and Al2O3)

Floor sweeping

400 – 700

Landfill, recycling if possible

MHWTC

Dust (mainly alumina, silica, calcium fluoride, silicon
carbide and containing trace metals)

Casthouse baghouses

150 – 200

Landfill, recycling if possible

MHWTC

Carbon waste containing some cryolite (80-95% calcined
petroleum coke, <2% ash, sulphur compounds 2-3% and
some cryolite)

Reduction Plant

300 – 400

Landfill, recycling if possible

MHWTC

Electrolyte material (cryolite, calcium fluoride, aluminium
fluoride, carbon and alumina)

Reduction Plant

800 – 1,000

Recycling or landfill

MHWTC

Used oil, oil filters, batteries, laboratory chemicals etc.

Plant operation and maintenance

100-200r

Recycling or landfill

MHWTC

Spent ion exchange resins

Exchange columns

Landfill, recycling if possible

TBC

Sludges (Al2O3 and Al, cryolite, silicon dioxide and
magnesium oxide)

Cooling water circuit filtration

Recycling or landfill

MHWTC

Fluorescent and sodium light bulbs

Maintenance of building services

TBC

Treatment and landfill

MHWTC

Medical wastes (sharps, dressings, swabs etc.)

Operation of first aid / treatment
rooms

TBC

Treatment

MHWTC

Hazardous Wastes
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Waste Stream Description

Source

Estimated Quantities (t/y)

Preferred Disposal Option /
Route

Disposal Site
(where
applicable)

Inert refractories

Carbon Plant and Casthouse

3,000 – 4,000
(not produced until after first
3-4 years of operation)

Disposal in a non-hazardous
landfill or reuse as fill material.

TBC

EEA waste (electronic equipment, cables, etc)

Plant operation and maintenance

Recycling or landfill

TBC

Paper

Offices

30 – 50

Recycling

TBC

Plastics

Packaging etc

25

Recycling

TBC

Compostible wastes (vegetables, salads, greenwastes etc)

Workforce residences, cafeteria and
landscaping / groundworks

40

Composting / recycling

TBC

Tyres

Site maintenance

TBC

Recycling

TBC

Scrap metal

Plant operation and maintenance

500 – 1,000

Recycling

-

Wood (pallets etc)

Materials handling

500

Recycling

TBC

Glass

Workforce residences, building
maintenance

0.6

Recycling

TBC

Domestic wastes (food, cans etc)

Cafeteria, offices and work areas etc

300

Landfill

MMWDS

Non-hazardous Wastes

Notes:
TBC – to be confirmed
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Spent Pot Lining
6.8.13

The principal waste from aluminium manufacture is spent pot lining (SPL). The major
components of SPL are carbon and refractory material contaminated with Na2O, F, Al2O3
and traces of cyanide.

6.8.14

Spent pot liners consist of two different layers, the first cut (carbon lining) and the second
cut (refractory lining). The first cut is the electroconductive part of the lining, which acts as
the cathode in the smelter. This material is relatively homogeneous and, besides carbon,
contains fluorine (which penetrates the lining from the electrolyte) and a small amount of
cyanide. The cyanides are present as complexed inorganic salts at concentrations ranging
from 0.01% to 0.5%. Because of these ingredients, and other compounds in the material
which can react with water and produce gases like ammonia, acetylene, hydrogen and
methane, SPL is a hazard waste which must be appropriately stored.

6.8.15

The above facts notwithstanding, the first cut has a high carbon content, with a calorific
value of 14-27 MJ/kg, which makes it useful as a fuel in the manufacture of cement, steel
and rockwool. These processes therefore offer routes for the potential disposal of this
material and Qatalum is working on establishing a re-use / recycling solution, either
through regional cooperation with other aluminium manufacturers in the Gulf region, or
through promoting SPL for use in the cement industry in Qatar.

6.8.16

The content of fluorine and cyanide within the second cut, the refractory lining, are lower
than in the carbon lining. The second cut contains high contents of aluminium, silicon and
sometimes iron. It is not classified as hazardous waste. Because of its material properties
the second cut can be used in the manufacture of clinker, and is currently used by cement
manufacturers throughout the world for this purpose. Qatalum is exploring options for the
re-use / recycling of second cut SPL, preferably within Qatar.
Operational Waste Management / Environmental Management System

6.8.17

Prior to disposal, operational waste will be temporarily stored on site. Temporary storage
facilities will be designed to account for internationally accepted requirements for the type
of waste being stored (i.e. with appropriate coverings, ventilation, labelling, bunding etc). It
is likely that temporary storage will be located at a number of areas around the site, local
to the source the wastes; alternatively, the feasibility of a standalone area is being
investigated as the design progresses.

6.8.18

To date Qatalum has not prepared a detailed waste management strategy for operational
waste streams (although various options have been considered, as per Table 6.12); this
will be developed in due course, and in tandem with the company’s Environmental
Management System (EMS). However, the MIC Authority has confirmed that, with the
commissioning of the MHWTC, it will be in a position to accept all of the plant’s waste
streams. Qatalum therefore has a secure disposal route for its hazardous waste materials
during the early life of the plant.
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6.8.19

The operational waste management strategy, like the CWMP, will be based upon
principles of re-use and recycle, wherever possible. Qatalum does not intend, therefore, to
send all of its hazardous waste to MHWTC. In particular, SPL will either be sent to regional
treatment facilities in the Gulf (export issues allowing), or treated by a specialist operation
set up on the Qatalum Site specifically for that purpose. In the long term, therefore, the
production of SPL should not cause waste capacity issues at MHWTC.
Operational Waste Assessment

6.8.20

Qatalum is dedicated to reducing waste volumes through design and good operational
practices and through maximising internal and external recycling / re-use of waste
streams. The development of the operational waste strategy and WMP is an on-going
process which will not be complete until after the publication of this EIA. There is therefore
presently little information upon which to base an evaluation of operational waste
management. However, it is known that the existing MMWDS will be available for the
disposal of all non-hazardous waste, and that the MHWTC – which will have been
commissioned by the time the Qatalum plant is operational – will be available for receipt of
all of the plant’s hazardous waste, whether or not it is ultimately sent there. Both the
MMWDS and MHWTC are or will be operated by the MIC Authority, and an appropriate
level of care will thus be applied in the handling, treatment and disposal of Qatalum’s
waste streams.

6.9

SHIPPING AND TRANSPORT

6.9.1

Both construction and operation of the Project will result in increased sea and land base
vehicular traffic with the potential to cause disturbance to existing traffic flows.
Shipping

6.9.2

Current and projected shipping numbers for the MIC ports have been presented in Table
5.17.The number of ships, as a result of Qatalum construction activities is unknown;
however, it is not anticipated to be significant in comparison to current vessel numbers.

6.9.3

A summary of the anticipated vessel types and numbers during operation is presented
below. Shipping movements within MIC port areas are carefully controlled and monitored
by the Harbour Master and Mesaieed Port Department. The projected figure for the
number of vessels using the MIC ports in 2010 (the first year of full metal production) is
55
estimated at 2875 . The Qatalum Project would result in 225 additional vessel calls, which
is a less then an 8% increase in the projected vessel numbers for 2010.

6.9.4

Given the centralised control of ships in and out of MIC, the that fact that Qatalum will be
providing additional berthing facilities, and that the Qatalum vessel numbers are less than
8% of projected total vessel numbers, the impact on existing shipping traffic is considered
to be minor.
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Table 6.13 – Anticipated Vessel Types and Trip Numbers
Material

Type

Avg. Cargo size
t/call

Capacity t/h
average

No. Of calls per
year

Alumina

Bulk

65,000

670

17

Coke

Bulk

25,000

450

9

Liquid pitch

Bulk

10,000

900

5

General cargo

Breakbulk

800

300

15

Cold Metal inbound

Breakbulk

4,000

300

6

Metal outbound EI

Breakbulk

3,379

450

52

Aluminium fluoride

Container

1,500

1,000

6

Alloying material

Container

1,500

1,000

10

Metal outbound PFA+EI

Container

8,645

1,000

52

Empty Containers inbound

Container

50

52

Total per year

225

Road Traffic
6.9.5

The transportation facilities within the Qatalum Project area (see Section 5.11) are
considered to be adequate in order to handle the a certain level of increase in road traffic.

6.9.6

The majority of materials delivered to the site during operation will arrive by ship. The
increment in road and vessel traffic that is expected during operational phase is primarily
related to commuters travelling to work within the MIC area. The MIC road network should
have sufficient capacity to absorb this level of additional traffic; therefore, the impact of
Qatalum traffic on local, regional and national roads has been assigned a negligible
significance.

6.9.7

Details of vehicle numbers and frequencies for the construction period are not currently
available. For the Original Port concept, where fill material requirements will be met
through dredging, the main materials and equipment are expected to be delivered by ship
and the majority of traffic limited to MIC Industrial Area. The main source of road traffic will
be dominated by transporting workers from within MIC to the site.

6.9.8

For the Alternative Port concept, vehicle and trip numbers, and the routes used by these
vehicles will be dominated by which of the dredge scenarios is selected and the types /
locations of land-based fill materials to be used. For example, for dredge scenario 1,
where most of the fill material requirements will be met by land based sources, will result
in the largest increase in road traffic.
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6.9.9

Quarry material is well suited for filling the site; however, it would provide a logistical
challenge if all of the site fill material were to be supplied from quarries. Assuming an
3
average truck load of 20 m of quarry material, up to 1000 truck loads would be required,
every work-day, for one year. Clearly, this could cause a significant impact, particularly if
all quarry material were supplied from a single location. However, without knowing the
ratio of fill materials to be used, the location of fill sources, the routes that would be used,
trip frequencies and durations etc. it is not possible to fully assess the significance of the
impact of additional road traffic for the Alternative Port concept, nor is it feasible to
recommend specific mitigation measures.

6.9.10

Irrespective of which Port concept is selected, the Contractor(s) will prepare a Traffic
Management Plan (TMP) as part of the EMP. The TMP will aim to minimise the disruption
to other existing road users and take account of any additional risk to safety associated
with increased traffic on the existing road system. The TMP will need to be discussed and
agreed with MIC to ensure that conflicts with other planned developments are minimised.

6.9.11

For the Original Port concept vehicle numbers are not anticipated to be out with the
capacity of the existing road system; with the development and implementation of an
agreed TMP, the impact is expected to be of minor significance over the duration of the
construction period.

6.9.12

For the Alternative Port concept, further evaluation of traffic impacts will need to be
addressed. The level of assessment required will depend on which dredging scenario is
taken forward and on the volume and location of land-based fill material sources. Further
details relating to the Qatalum Port concept will be submitted, as required, when selection
decisions have been finalised and the engineering works are more advanced, these will
address traffic impacts.

6.10

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT
Methodology and Scope

6.10.1

A high-level qualitative environmental risk assessment (ERA) of the proposed Qatalum
facilities has been carried out and is presented in full in Appendix J.

6.10.2

The ERA focused on identified major accidents and spills, from operational activities, that
could have environmental consequences. Some accidents identified as a result of this
analysis could also have safety, occupational health and business consequences;
however, these are outside the scope of the ERA and have not been addressed.

6.10.3

The risk analysis was conducted in five steps:
•

hazard scenario and outcome identification;

•

hazard screening;

•

consequence assessment;

•

likelihood assessment; and

•

assessment of risk.
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Hazard Scenario and Outcome Identification and Screening
6.10.4

The first step in any risk analysis process is hazard scenario identification. By examination
of PFDs and detailed process descriptions of the Qatalum facilities, together with
consultation with Qatalum, we have systematically identified all accident or spill scenarios
associated with the Project that could result in environmental consequences.

6.10.5

Thirty two scenarios were identified (see Table 2.1 in Appendix J); this list was then
“screened” to allow the assessment to focus on those scenarios with the potential to result
in more significant environment consequences. Twenty four of the thirty two scenarios
were considered not to result in significant consequences and were screened out.

6.10.6

The eight scenarios carried forward to the assessment stage were:
•

S2 hot oil heater fire in Paste Plant;

•

S5 furnace fire in Bake Plant;

•

S7 failure of Bake Plant dry scrubber;

•

S8 failure of Reduction Plant dry scrubber;

•

S9 failure of Reduction Plant seawater scrubber;

•

S10 failure of neutralisation system for seawater scrubber effluent;

•

S24 loss of containment of pitch during material unloading / transfer, with or
without subsequent ignition; and

•

S25 loss of containment of heating oil during material unloading / transfer with or
without subsequent ignition.

Impact / Consequence Assessment
6.10.7

6.10.8

The environmental consequences, or impacts, which could arise as a result the identified
scenarios were assessed using the source-pathway-receptor approach:
•

Source – the accident and spill scenarios that could result in the release of
substances that are potentially harmful to the environment (i.e. ‘sources’) will be
identified through the hazard identification exercise described above. Sources will
be considered in two categories: those resulting in spills (non-ignited sources) and
those resulting in fires (ignited sources).

•

Pathway – the generic pathways by which hazardous material may reach
receptors will be identified.

•

Receptors – a list of potential environmental receptors that could be affected will
be generated from the baseline section of the full EIA.

For the specific source-pathway-receptor linkages identified,
consequences were addressed, as far as possible, in terms of the:
•

extent of contamination or damage;

•

severity of the effects; and,

•

duration of the effects.
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6.10.9

6.10.10

The assessment of the potential consequences to the environment of each of the above
scenarios identified for the Qatalum Site determined that all but one pose a potential
severity of ‘low’. This was primarily as a result of:
•

the chemical or material released not reaching an off-site receptor, due to the
nature of the chemical or some form of on-site containment;

•

the chemical not being sufficiently toxic, or present at a particular environmental
receptor for a sufficient period of time, or at a sufficient level, to have an adverse
effect on that receptor; and

•

the absence of any significant environmental receptors in the vicinity of the site
that could be affected by a release of any of the chemicals and materials released.
This is in part due to the heavily industrialised nature of the land surrounding the
Qatalum Site, and the dredging of the seabed around the Berth/Jetty area.

Scenario 24 (release of liquid pitch to sea with no ignition) was assessed as having a
medium severity as a precautionary measure.
Likelihood Assessment

6.10.11

The likelihood of each accident/spill scenario has been assessed. In the absence of any
publicly available failure frequency data for this type of plant, a qualitative relative
likelihood band of ‘high’, ‘medium’ or ‘low’ was assigned.

6.10.12

The assessment of the potential likelihood of each scenario concluded that five of the
scenarios pose a likelihood of ‘low’, and the remaining three scenarios pose a likelihood of
‘medium’.
Assessment of Risk

6.10.13

Offsite risks to the environment were determined by taking into account both the incident
likelihood and the severity of the potential environmental damage. Where possible,
planned mitigation control and management measures were taken into account in the
assessment.

6.10.14

A risk matrix approach was applied. For each scenario, both severity and likelihood were
assigned to a category of ‘high’, ‘medium’ and ‘low’. Each scenario was then assigned to a
square in a matrix of severity versus likelihood (i.e. the risk matrix).

6.10.15

It should be noted that the matrix can only be used to assess the relative environmental
risk of each scenario, and hence the relative priority for action to reduce risk. Absolute
environmental risk will not be calculated as part of this analysis.

6.10.16

Based on the severity and likelihood categories assigned, it was determined that all eight
scenarios pose a ‘low’ risk to the environment. A summary of the scenarios carried
through to the assessment stage, the potential scenario outcomes and the assessment of
consequence, likelihood and risk are presented in Appendix J.
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Recommendations
6.10.17

Given lack of detailed data available at the time this assessment was undertaken and the
current design stage it is recommended that:
•

A full review of the potential hazard scenarios is undertaken once the final design
is complete. The review should:
confirm (or otherwise) the proposed safeguards / accident prevention and
minimisation techniques / plans,
- confirm (or otherwise) the results of the screening process in light of any
changes, and
- update the assessment of consequences and likelihoods (where this is
necessary);
The potential accident scenarios should be incorporated into the Qatalum EMS;
-

•
•

An emergency response plan (ERP), including procedures, should be prepared;
the plan should include any plans for post-incident environmental monitoring and
should be agreed with the MIC Authority and SCENR prior to full operation.

•

Discussions should be held with QASCO, and a communication system
established regarding the discharge channel.
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Table 6.14 – Environmental Risk Assessment Results
Scenario

S2

Unit / area of plant
Anode production (Carbon
Plant) – Paste Plant

Release Case(s)

Substance(s)

Potential Scenario
Outcome(s)

Severity band

Likelihood
band

Loss of containment in gasfired hot oil heater.

NOx, CO, CO2,
SO2,VOC, dust,
firewater

Heater fire

LOW

LOW

LOW

Furnace fire

LOW

LOW

LOW

Risk band

S5

Anode production (Carbon
Plant) – Bake Plant

Loss of containment in baking
furnace.

NOx, CO, CO2,
SO2, pitch fume
(including PAH),
fluorides, dust,
firewater

S7

Anode production (Carbon
Plant) – Bake Plant

Failure of dry scrubbing fume
treatment system.

Fluorides and
traces of PAH

Release of untreated toxic
gases to atmosphere

LOW

MEDIUM

LOW

S8

Aluminium Reduction Plant
– dry scrubber system

Failure of dry scrubbing fume
treatment system.

Fluorides and
traces of PAH,
PFCs

Release of untreated toxic
gases to atmosphere

LOW

MEDIUM

LOW

S9

Aluminium Reduction Plant
– seawater scrubber system

Failure of seawater scrubbing
system.

SO2

Direct release to atmosphere.

LOW

MEDIUM

LOW

S10

Aluminium Reduction Plant
– seawater scrubber system

Failure of scrubber seawater
effluent neutralisation.

Acidic seawater

Direct release to sea

LOW

MEDIUM

LOW

Direct release to sea with no
ignition

MEDIUM

LOW

LOW

Direct release to land with no
ignition (with potential to clog
drainage systems)

LOW

LOW

LOW

Direct release to land with
ignition leading to pool fire

LOW

LOW

LOW

S24

Materials storage and
handling – pitch
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Scenario

S25

Unit / area of plant

Materials storage and
handling – heating oil
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Loss of containment of
heating oil during unloading at
the Berth/Jetty or during
transfer to Carbon Plant.

Substance(s)

Heating oil,
gaseous
combustion
products and
firewater
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Potential Scenario
Outcome(s)

Severity band

Likelihood
band

Direct release to sea with no
ignition

LOW

LOW

LOW

Direct release to sea with
ignition leading to pool fire

LOW

LOW

LOW

Direct release to land with no
ignition

LOW

LOW

LOW

Direct release to land with
ignition leading to pool fire

LOW

LOW

LOW

Risk band
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6.11

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Safety

6.11.1

Hydro carried out a preliminary quantitative risk analysis (QRA) during the concept
selection stage of design to identify major risk contributors and to influence layout and
other safety related decisions. At this early stage, only a coarse analysis was feasible as
many of the detail design and operating parameters had not been decided. Insufficient
information was available to meaningfully quantify individual onsite risk; thus, only offsite
risk and risk towards manned, onsite buildings was included in the scope. The study
focused on explosions (with respect to buildings both onsite and offsite) and gas jet fires /
flash fires with respect to offsite safety.

6.11.2

In terms of offsite risk, the results of the QRA indicated that the Aluminium Plant will not
pose any risk to neighbouring plants. For the Qatalum Power Plant, the QRA indicated that
-6
the 10 contourxxi would cover part of the neighbouring industrial site allocated for the
-5
independent Mesaieed A Power Plant. The 10 contour would also cover part of the
Mesaieed A site, but only to a small extent. All other industrial neighbours were
-6
determined to be located outside the 10 risk contour. Compliance with the currently
proposed risk acceptance criteria will depend on the layout of the Mesaieed A power plant
(e.g. the manning levels and location of manned buildings) and further design refinements.

6.11.3

The preliminary QRA report made a number of recommendations relating to reducing risk
through design and layout and, in addition, concluded that a more detailed assessment be
undertaken when more comprehensive design and working arrangement details are
available. It was also noted that established and approved project specific risk acceptance
criteria need be in place prior to the more detailed analysis. The preliminary study
recommended that the “second stage” QRA should reconsidered the hazards included in
the preliminary study, but also the relevance of other hazards such as:
•

dust explosion;

•

fire hazards towards manned buildings;

•

transformer fires;

•

spill/splash of smelted metal;

•

pitch fire at the Port Area;

•

explosion inside ring main, Carbon plant;

•

electrical hazards, Reduction plant;

•

turbine rotor fracture, resulting in flying projectiles;

•

machinery safety;

•

collision vehicle/person or vehicle/vehicle (including cranes); and

•

toxic fumes and gases – none with fatal potential has been identified at this stage,
but this should be verified.

xxi

An individual risk contour shows a line at where every individual/person is exposed to the same risk. The upper
-6
region for location specific risk of fatal exposure at external (off-site) normally manned locations is 10 per year
-7
for establishments with up to 100 people, or 10 per year for establishments with more than 100 people.
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6.11.4

In the event that some of the above hazards are irrelevant for QRA, as a result of the risk
acceptance criteria process, these must then be handled qualitatively to ensure that safe
operation is secured through systems, procedures and other risk reducing measures.

6.11.5

Qatalum will undertake a full safety risk assessment in accordance with Hydro and QP’s,
procedures after the completion of the EIA report. The study will address the findings and
recommendations from the preliminary QRA.
Occupational Health

6.11.6

The remainder of this Section focuses on occupational exposure to noise and atmospheric
emissions. Other issues associated with occupation health (e.g. heat stress) are discussed
briefly/
Employee Noise Exposure
General

6.11.7

For construction / commissioning noise, the appointed Contractor will be required to
produce an environmental management plan, which will include techniques to minimise
occupational noise exposure. The Contractor will be required to respect the national
occupational noise exposure limits and ensure that hearing protection is worn wherever
necessary. The following noise limits shall apply:
•

maximum 8hr. average noise exposure to personnel (LAeq, 8hr) is 85dB(A); and

•

design and arrangements should encourage an Laeq, 8hr of below 75 dB(A).

6.11.8

The Qatari standards also require employees not to be exposed to levels of more than 115
dBA, unless ear plugs or other hearing protection devices are worn. The Qatari standards
also set an absolute limit of 140 dBA, above which no employee should be exposed.
Measurements in similar plant indicate that these upper noise level limits are unlikely to be
exceeded.

6.11.9

The daily noise exposure of employees to operational noise will be determined by the
noise levels to which they are exposed and the periods of a working day over which they
are exposed to those levels. This in turn will be governed by working practices and the
noise limit specifications/noise controls imposed on equipment suppliers.

6.11.10

The norm in most industrial installations is that noise levels should not exceed 8085 dBLAeq at a distance of 1 metre from individual items of plant. However, when several
such noise sources are working in the same area of a building, especially if it is enclosed
and reverberant, the resulting noise level may approach 90 dBLAeq. For operational or
technical reasons it may not always be practicable to control noise levels to the desirable
80-85 dBLAeq limit. Following completion of the installation, and as part of the
commissioning phase, a Noise Verification Survey would be conducted within the plant in
order to identify any areas that should be signed as hearing protection zones with
controlled access.

6.11.11

In situations where machines do not need to be continuously attended, it is normal
practice to provide “quiet” areas (such as control cabins) with internal noise levels between
about 50 and 60 dBLAeq.
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6.11.12

Based upon data supplied by Hydro, as measured in similar Aluminium Plant, the most
likely areas and activities with the potential to influence employee hearing are outlined
below.
Potrooms

6.11.13

Although the typical reverberant noise level within the Potrooms is likely to be about
75 dBLAeq, there will be localised areas which, at times, will be affected by various
activities producing noise levels of 100 dBLAmax or more. Although these activities will be of
limited duration they will have an effect upon the 8-hour average dBLAeq level. For
example, if the cumulative time at 100 dB(A) was 15 minutes per day, the corresponding
8-hour exposure level would be 85 dBLAeq. An exposure of 30 minutes per day at
100 dB(A) would represent an equivalent exposure level of 88 dLAeq,8h.

6.11.14

The associated Potline Workshop is expected to be particularly noisy, with internal levels
typically in the range of 90-95 dBLAeq. This enclosed workshop would be designated as a
hearing protection zone. The partially enclosed rectifier areas, with reported internal noise
levels of about 90 dBLAeq, would also need to be designated as hearing protection areas.
Carbon Plant

6.11.15

Some parts of the Carbon Plant complex of buildings are likely to have internal noise
levels of about 85 dBLAeq. Unless noise control procedures are adopted, large areas of the
plant will need to be designated as hearing protection zones. Detailed consideration will
need to be given to fully enclosing, or at least providing acoustic hoods, to the noisier
machine and processes. Particular noise sources include the vacuuming equipment (when
in operation), vibratory feeders, crushing and milling equipment and the areas used for
drilling and sawing.
Anode Service Area

6.11.16

The Rodding Plant and the associated Electrolyte Treatment Plant will have typical internal
noise levels of about 85 dBLAeq. As with the other process buildings, there will be noisier
specific activities and areas within these open-sided buildings, where noise levels may
exceed 90 dBLAeq.

6.11.17

The noisier activities within the Electrolyte Treatment Plant will be in the electrolyte
crushing area and butts cleaning plant, which should be considered as being candidates
for noise control assessment. However, the nature of these activities may present
particular difficulties in relation to applying noise control, so consideration may need to be
given to internally subdividing the building envelope with intermediate walls in order to limit
the spread of noise from the noisier to quieter areas within the building. The need for
designating hearing protection zones could then be reduced.
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Casthouse
6.11.18

Internal noise levels within the Casthouse complex of connected buildings will typically be
85 dBLAeq. Particularly noisy facilities such as the mechanical saws would be locally
enclosed. Nevertheless, many of the noisier processes such as ingot handling (higher
levels of about 100 dBLAmax), crucible milling and the furnace areas (up to about
95 dBLAeq) are in close proximity to each other, so some areas of the Casthouse are likely
to be in excess of 85 dBLAeq for a significant portion of an 8-hour working shift. Unless
practical noise control measures can be designed into the plant, it seems likely that large
areas of the Casthouse may need to be designated as hearing protection zones.
Power Station

6.11.19

The Power Station is potentially one of the noisiest facilities on the site, although standard
acoustic enclosures around the turbines and generators in particular, or alternatively totally
enclosing the plant within purpose-built buildings, could reduce external noise to
acceptable levels. It would remain likely that, whichever means of noise control were to be
adopted, there would still be a need to designate some areas as hearing protection zones
in the immediate vicinity of the major noise sources.
Ship Unloaders

6.11.20

The measured data provided by Hydro (70 dBLAeq at 50 metres) imply a noise level of
about 90 dBLAeq at 5 metres from the equipment. Reported levels within the machine room
were between 97 and 102 dBLAeq. These data give a clear indication that a hearing
protection zone will need to be set up around this equipment.
Impact Significance

6.11.21

Selection and installation of low-noise machinery and equipment / technical appliances
shall be the primary noise control measure. Provided that noise regulations are adhered to
and that hearing protection zones are designated appropriately, occupational noise
impacts associated with construction, commissioning and operation of the plant should be
minimal and have been assigned a minor significance.
Exposure to Dust and Fume

6.11.22

Exposure to dust and fume has traditionally been a negative working environment factor in
the aluminium industry; however, technology development has improved this to a large
extent in many areas.

6.11.23

The concentration of any chemical substance or material in workplace atmospheres during
regular operation and maintenance shall be as low as reasonable practicable (ALARP).
Design and organisational measures shall ensure that personnel’s exposure to workplace
air contaminants does not exceed the applicable occupational exposure limit (OEL):
•

The applicable OEL for a workplace atmosphere contaminant shall be the most
protective (i.e. the lowest) of corresponding limit values stipulated by Qatalum,
national regulations, or ACGIH-TLV.

•

Time-weighted average (TWA) OELs as well as any short-term / ceiling OELs are
applicable.
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6.11.24

•

For work areas where regular work shifts will exceed 8 hours, the 8hr-TWA
exposure limits shall be reduced accordingly (e.g. the 8hr-TWA OEL is to be
reduced by a factor F = (8/ T) x ((24 – T) /16), where T is the duration of the shift).

•

Assessment of compliance with OELs shall not take into account the use of
respiratory protective equipment.

A list of OELs that will be met for the main gases that workers could be exposed to are
presented below.
Table 6.15 – Occupational Exposure Limits
Chemical substance / material

6.11.25

OEL (8hr. TWA)

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)

0.04 mg/m3

Hydrogen fluoride (HF)

0.6 mg/m3

Fluorides (as F)

0.6 mg/m3

Potroom particulates, total inhalables

5.0 mg/m3

The potential effect of these substances on human health are described in Appendix D,
Annex B. Control of emissions (dust, fumes, gas / vapour) from production and
maintenance processes to the workplace atmosphere shall in priority order be achieved
by:
1. efficient enclosure of emission sources;
2. efficient extraction/ exhaust ventilation systems to remove pollutants near the source;
and
3. general ventilation/ dilution of contamination.

6.11.26

Ventilation air intake shall be located in areas not contaminated by gas / particulates from
process outlets or vehicle exhaust. The dimensions and capacities of exposure controls
shall take into account normal/ expected process variations or disturbances. Equipment for
protection of personnel against toxic emissions in the event of plant malfunction or
accidents shall be supplied.

6.11.27

On the basis of the above, the impact of dust and fumes on occupational health is
considered to be of minor significance.
Temperatures / Heat Stress

6.11.28

In acclimatised work areas (e.g. control rooms, control cabins, offices, resting rooms; etc)
o
the operative temperature shall be limited to the range 19-26 C. In these acclimatised
workplaces, the differences in temperature between head and feet should be less than
o
4 C, and the draught velocity should be less than 0.15 m/s.

6.11.29

The heat stress is a function of the ambient temperature, the humidity, radiation heat, the
workload and the work/rest regime. In non-acclimatised areas, the Heat Exposure
Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) given in ACGIH-TLV, or the Heat Stress Indexes given in
ISO 7243, will be used as reference as required by the Qatalum Master Specification.
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6.11.30

Analyses of the Heat Stress should be performed for all tasks where this may be critical in
order to develop design requirements, such as:
•

ventilation;

•

roof insulation and painting;

•

acclimatised and non-acclimatised resting areas; and

•

climate requirements to work places, such as workshops.

6.11.31

Furthermore, such analyses will be a basis for checking manning plans, based on the
necessary resting periods between work efforts.

6.11.32

On the basis of the above, the impact of heat stress on occupational health is considered
to be of minor significance.

6.12

OTHER IMPACTS
Use of Natural Resources

6.12.1

The use of natural resources (raw materials, fuels and water) is inevitable for a
manufacturing process and during construction. The Qatalum Project has been designed
to minimise raw material use and wastage during construction and operation and to
optimise process efficiency so far as this is possible.

6.12.2

Many of the construction and process “wastes” can be recycled / reused. Power for
operation of the Plant will be generated from an efficient gas-fired CCGT with heat
recovery, in accordance with the principles of BAT. The use of potable water (a particularly
valuable resource in the Middle East) has been minimised through the selection of
seawater cooling systems. Operational potable wastewater streams will be reused within
the process, or used to irrigate landscaping. Seawater use has been optimised; in any
event, most of the seawater will be returned to sea to a standard that satisfies the Qatari
criteria for seawater discharges.

6.12.3

As the Project develops an EMS will be designed and implemented for operation of the
installation; as part of the EMS, procedures will be put in place to monitor and identify
opportunities to further minimise the use of natural resources / raw materials.

6.12.4

For construction, the Contractor(s) will develop and implement an EMP, which is expected
to include plans for minimising the use of natural resources / raw materials.

6.12.5

On the basis of the above the use of natural resources during construction and operation
is considered to result in an impact of Minor significance.
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Visual Impacts
6.12.6

The site is located in a well established industrial area, the landscape of which is already
dominated by industrial plant, stacks and flares. Nonetheless, the Qatalum Project will
create some areas of landscaping at the site. Taking into account the scale and nature of
the existing facilities in the MIC Industrial Area and the location of the nearest resident
populations, the visual impact from the facilities themselves and night time lighting is
considered to be of negligible significance.
Archaeology

6.12.7

As part of the preparation of the Community Area Master Plan for MIC it was established
that no sites of archaeological importance existed in either the community area or the
industrial area. On the basis of this, and the fact that much of the site surface is already
disturbed and a portion of the site is comprised of fill material, impacts on archaeology are
considered to be unlikely and of negligible significance.
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